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Summary

The electroweak theory is believed to play an important role in the creation of 

the baryon asymmetry of the universe. This is due to anomalous fermion number 

violating processes which are believed to occur rapidly at the high temperatures 

prevailing in the early universe. However the perturbative methods used to esti

mate the rate of such processes break down at the very high temperatures occuring 

above the electroweak phase transition.

Lattice gauge theories provide a useful non-perturbative tool for studying elec

troweak fermion number violation at high temperature. The most common tech

nique involves measuring the Chern-Simons number Ncs  of the gauge field with 

fermion number violation occuring whenever A Ncs = ±1. However the mea

surement of Ncs  on the lattice is known to be problematic. The level crossing 

picture provides a way of checking that fermion number really is violated in these 

simulations.

We use two methods to investigate the level crossing phenomenon. In the 

first level crossing is signalled by the lowest eigenvalue diving to zero and a si

multaneous flip in sign of the ’’generalised chirality” which is a natural label for 

the eigenstates. This signal is interpreted as showing the lowest eigenvalue cross

ing zero. To provide further evidence that this is the case we introduce a new 

method which involves numerically solving the Dirac equation to follow the time 

development of the fermion states.

Firstly the methods are applied to the U( 1) model in 1 -f 1 dimensions. Both 

methods give a clear signal for level crossing, the exact point at which the zero



eigenvalue occurs depending on the Yukawa coupling. Similar results are obtained 

for the 5(7(2) model in 3 + 1  dimensions though the signal is affected by fluctu

ations in the background fields particularly for large Yukawa coupling. A clear 

signal is only obtained after cooling the backgrounds.

These results provide further evidence that the high temperature configura

tions with A N cs  — i f  observed in lattice simulations are accompanied by fermion 

number violation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A nom alies and Ferm ion N um ber V iolation

In classical field theory the existence of a continuous symmetry in the Lagrangian 

leads, by Noether’s Theorem, to a conserved current. However in certain cases 

the conservation law may be broken in the corresponding quantum theory. This is 

because the quantisation of the theory involves the introduction of some regulari- 

sation scheme in order to obtain finite results. When the process of regularisation 

does not respect the symmetry additional ’’anomalous” terms can arise in the 

divergence of the (classically conserved) current. For example, in classical elec

trodynamics the vector current =  V’TmV’ is conserved

0^  = 0 (1.1.1)

due to global U( 1) invariance. On the other hand the axial vector current J® = 

■07^75^  obeys

= 2zm^’75̂  (1.1.2)

where m  is the mass of the field ip. For massless fermions J* is also conserved since 

for m  =  0 the Lagrangian is chirally symmetric. In the corresponding quantum 

theory J* is not conserved even for m = 0. If we regularise in such a way as to

1



2

maintain vector current conservation = 0 then Eq. (1.1.2) is modified to

d»Jl =  2 i m ^ i >  +  (1-1-3)

in 3 +  1 dimensions. F pl/ is the dual of the electromagnetic field tensor Fpui defined 

by F pu = \ e ^ paFpa.

Eq. (1.1.3) can be generalised to nonabelian theories and to different numbers 

of space dimensions. In particular we have

d“J l  =  2«r7#75</> +  1 + ^ ' “' (1.1.4)

for U( 1) theory in 1 +  1 dimensions and

d“J l = 2imin d> +  Tr (1.1.5)
^ o7T L

for SU(2) theory in 3 +  1 dimensions. In Eq. (1.1.5) Fpl/ is the SU(2) field tensor, 

F ^  =  ^ F ^  where aa are the pauli matrices.

Eqs. (1.1.3), (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) are called global anomalies since chiral sym

metry is a global symmetry. Such anomalies are harmless in the sense that they 

do not spoil renormalisability. Furthermore the anomalous term in Eq. (1.1.3) has 

real physical consequences and is required to explain the observed rate of neutral 

pion decay 7r° —> 27. On the other hand it is crucial for renormalisability that 

gauge invariance is preserved as reflected in the Ward-Takahashi identities. For 

purely vector-like theories there are no gauge anomalies.

However if a theory contains axial as well as vector couplings, anomalous con

tributions to the Ward identities can occur making the theory non-renormalisable.

For example consider a chiral theory with a single left handed fermion field cou

pling to the gauge field. In this case both axial and vector currents are anomalous 

and in particular the vector current satisfies

<9% = (1.1.6)4t7T

for U( 1) theory in 1 +  1 dimensions and

(1 . 1 .7 )
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for SU(2) theory in 3 +  1 dimensions. For the U( 1) theory with a single fermion 

Eq. (1.1.6) is a gauge anomaly (since in that case the vector current is the gauge 

current) making the theory non-renormalisable (in the SU(2) theory there is no 

such problem). The only hope of maintaining renormalisability is to add fur

ther fermion species with charges chosen such that the anomalies cancel between 

different fermions. In this particular case the charges of left and right handed 

particles must satisfy Ql — YIQr where the sum is over all particle species. 

Such conditions are useful in constructing extensions of the Standard Model (e.g. 

Grand Unified Theories) since they place restrictions on the fermion content of 

such theories.

Eq. (1.1.7) is particularly interesting since it applies to the electroweak theory. 

Eq. (1.1.7) applies independently for each fermion in the theory and hence the 

baryon and lepton number currents satisfy

=  d » jj;  =  - y f ^ / T r  ( 1 .1 .8 )

where Nj  is the number of families. Since the anomaly is the same for the baryon 

and lepton currents the difference J ^~ L is conserved. At the same time it can 

be shown that there are no gauge anomalies, the anomalies cancelling between 

quarks and leptons.

1.2 Vacuum  Structure and Topology

An important feature of the theories under consideration is their complex vacuum 

structure [2]. This is easily illustrated in the case of the U( 1) model in 1 +  1 

dimensions. The Hamiltonian is

- /
H  = dx

1.2.9)
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in the temporal gauge (the temporal component of the vector field Aq = 0). A\  is 

the spatial component of the vector field. Its conjugate momentum is the electric 

field E = <j) is the Higgs field with conjugate momentum P = A ground

state (vacuum) of this theory is

</> =  v i A i =  0 ( 1 .2 . 10)

However due to U( 1) gauge invariance so is

<f> = ei6{x)v, At =  (1.2.11)
g e‘eW dx ' '

Such configurations are known as ’’pure gauge”.

There are thus an infinite number of classical vacua. It is possible to split 

these vacuua into ’’homotopy classes” as follows. If we identify x = — oo and 

x — oo then x space is topologically equivalent to a unit circle (S'1) so elB defines 

a mapping

e’0 : S’1 -► U{ 1) (1.2.12)

Now since x = —oo and x = oo are identified we can write 0(oo) =  9(—oo) +  ‘I ttti 

where n is an integer which measures the number of times 6 winds clockwise round 

U( 1) space as x goes from —oo to oo. This allows us to split the mappings t lB 

(and hence classical vacua) into homotopy classes classified by the integer n. n is 

known as the ’’winding number” and can be written

1 °° 
n = —  / dx

27r J— OO

, i  d ,

e10 dx
(1.2.13)

Gauge transformations with n = 0 are called ’’small” gauge transformations and 

those with n /  0 are ’’large” gauge transformations. Mappings with a given wind

ing number are homotopic in the sense that they can be continuously deformed 

into each other by a sequence of mappings.

The winding number defined in Eq. (1.2.13) can be used to define a ’’Higgs 

winding number” N h for a general Higgs field of the form (j) = RelB. N h is
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invariant under small gauge transformations and increases by the integer n under

a large gauge transformation with winding number n. Note that the phase 0 and

times the Higgs field winds clockwise round the origin as x goes from — oo to oo. 

Now if the Higgs field changes from one vacuum to another with different winding 

number, the Higgs field must be zero at some point. This is because, as long as 4> 

is non-zero everywhere, it has a well defined winding number which cannot change 

by a continuous transformation.

We can also define a winding number for the SU(2) theory in 3 +1 dimensions. 

Now we have a Hamiltonian

where Di = V; — igA{ (A; is the matrix valued gauge field, A; — y-A-1), in the 

temporal gauge A[j = 0. The conjugate momentum to A® is the electric field

hence N h is well defined only if R ^  0 everywhere. N h measures the number of

H = j d 3x l-E * E t  +  + P 'P  + 0 ‘> ) +  -  <’2)2 (1.2.14)

dA0, rl A*E a =  while the conjugate momentum to the Higgs doublet (j) is P = -A. The 

trivial vacuum of this theory is

( \ 
0

<t> = , A  -  0 (1.2.15)

However due to SU(2) gauge invariance so is

/  \  
0

<j) = ft (1.2.16)
9

where ft = ft(x) is any SU(2) matrix.

If we identify all points at spatial infinity coordinate space is topologically 

equivalent to a 3-sphere, so we have

fl : s 3 SU(  2) (1.2.17)
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Again we can define a topological winding number which counts the number of 

times that SU{2) space is covered by the mapping SI as we span the coordinate 

space.

n = — J  dsx€ijk Tr diSlSl 1dJQ,Q, 1 (1.2.18)
247T2

Again n is necessarily an integer.

We can use Eq. (1.2.18) to define a Higgs winding number N jj for a general
/ \

0
Higgs doublet of the form <j> =  SIR where R = and SI € SU(2). If

/ \
</>+

&  ,

then we have

SI =

/ \

o|2 +  \<t>+ <t> 0

(1.2.19)

As in the U( 1) theory for topological reasons we can deduce that the Higgs field 

must have a zero (|<̂ | =  0) at some point in a transition between two topologically 

distinct vacua.

The relevance of topologically distinct vacua for fermion number violation can 

be seen by noting that

47T

AT = — t,wA v 2tt a ( 1 .2 .20 )

for U(l)  theory in 1 -f 1 dimensions and

pi

167r2
Tr =  d*K,

A'd'A"  -  -igA "A PA' 
3

( 1.2 .21 )



for SU(2) theory in 3 +  1 dimensions. is the Chern-Simons current. From 

Eqs. (1.1.6) and (1.1.7) we then have

= - d » K , ( 1 .2 .2 2 )

which can be integrated to give

A  N p  — —A  N c s  

where Np is the fermion number

N f =  J  tf'zV’ty

and Ncs  is the Chern-Simons number.

N c s  =  £  J d x A l

for U(1) theory in 1 +  1 dimensions and

(1.2.23)

(1.2.24)

(1.2.25)

N,cs =  l _  f
8tr2 J d3x6„unTrnvp A^duA p -  - ig A ^ A vA p (1.2.26)

for SU(2) theory in 3 +  1 dimensions. The Chern-Simons number has the same 

transformation properties as the Higgs winding number, i.e. it is invariant under 

small gauge transformations and increases by the integer n under a large gauge 

transformation with winding number n. However the difference N cs — N h is invari

ant under large gauge transformations. Now for vacuum states (see Eqs. (1.2.10) 

and (1.2.15)) the Chern-Simons number is just the topological winding number 

given by Eq. (1.2.13) for U(l) in 1 + 1 dimensions and Eq. (1.2.18) for SU(2) in 

3 +  1 dimensions. Hence fermion number is violated whenever the gauge fields 

make a transition between two topologically distinct vacuum states.

As discussed above mappings with different winding numbers cannot be con

tinuously deformed into each other by a sequence of mappings. Thus in order for 

the gauge fields to make a transition between two topologically distinct vacua they 

must pass through non-vacuum states. The situation is illustrated in figure 1.1.
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'SPH

n=0 n= 1n= — 1

Figure 1.1: Schematic plot of the potential energy as a function of the gauge and 

Higgs fields. The minima are vacuum states with different winding numbers n.

Topologically distinct vacua are separated by an energy barrier. The height of the 

barrier can be found by considering a set of field configurations which continuously 

interpolate between the two vacua. The configuration corresponding to the top 

of the barrier is the sphaleron [3], which is a localised unstable time independent 

solution to the classical equations of motion. It has the form

Ai = - - 7-, <j> — i exp (i/3) - 7=  tanh ( ^-vy/Xx g dx y/2 \2
(1.2.27)

where (3(x) is any real function obeying /?(oo) — (3( — 00) =  ir for U(l) in 1 + 1 

dimensions [4] and

.eijkXjak v ,(tuxl
Ai =  i ~  1 2 <t> — ~7k 1~\~T\x\ v 2 |a;|

/ \  
0

V 1 /

h ( ( ) (1.2.28)

where £ =  gv\x\ for SU(2) in 3+1 dimensions [3]. The functions /(£ ) and </(£) 

obey the boundary conditions /(0 ) =  h{0) = 0 ,/(oo) =  h(00) =  1. They can
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be found numerically by substituting the sphaleron solution into the Hamiltonian 

and minimising. The sphaleron energy is found to be

V sx  o
E s Ph = V3 (1.2.29)

for Z7( 1) in 1 +  1 dimensions [4] and

E.pIi = 2 ^ a ( — )  (1.2.30)
Otw \<*w J

2

for 5/7(2) in 3+1 dimensions [3]. aw  =  ^  is the 5/7(2) fine structure constant 

and M w  the mass of the 5/7(2) gauge boson. A  ( ^ 7) varies between 1.5 and 2.7 

as the Higgs self coupling A varies between 0 and 00, so that E s p h  is between 8 

and 14 TeV depending on the Higgs self-coupling. In each case the Chern-Simons 

number of the sphaleron is |  and its radius is Another important property

of the sphaleron is that its Higgs field is zero at the origin.

1.3 Ferm ionic Level C rossing

The anomalous production of charge has a simple physical interpretation in terms 

of level shifting of fermionic energy levels. For simplicity consider massless fermions 

in 1 +  1 dimensions interacting with a homogeneous external U(l)  gauge field A\

in the temporal gauge A q =  0[8, 9]. If we put the system in a box of length L and

impose anti-periodic boundary conditions the spectrum of the Dirac Hamiltonian 

is

E = k + gAi (1.3.31)

for states with chirality +1 (right movers) and

E = - k - g A 1 (1.3.32)

for states with chirality —1 (left movers), k is quantised due to the anti-periodic 

boundary conditions, k = (2n+1)7r>
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Now suppose Ai  has the form

A,(t)  =  — -t (1.3.33)

where the time t varies from 0 to 1, i.e. a constant uniform electric field £=  

From Eq. (1.2.25) t is just the Chern-Simons number. The initial gauge field 

Ai(0) =  0 is the trivial vacuum while the final gauge field A i(l) =  ^  is a vacuum 

with winding number 1. Since Ai(0) and A i(l) are related by a (large) gauge 

transformation, the initial and final spectra are the same. Now suppose we start 

with the fermionic vacuum (filled Dirac sea) as shown in figure 1.2a. As the gauge 

field changes, the energy levels will shift according to Eqs. (1.3.31) and (1.3.32). 

The energy levels of the right moving states are shifted upwards, while the energy 

levels of the left moving states are shifted downwards. In particular the uppermost 

negative energy state with chirality +1 will cross E = 0 to become positive, while 

the lowermost positive energy state with chirality -1 will cross E = 0 to become 

negative. The point at which this ’’level crossing” occurs is when the Chern- 

Simons number t = Thus we end up with a filled positive energy right handed 

state and an empty negative energy left handed state, i.e. a particle and an 

antiparticle each with chiral charge +1. This is shown in figure 1.2b. The total 

change in chiral charge is twice the change in Chern-Simons number, in agreement 

with the anomaly equation.

For the SU(2) theory in 3 +  1 dimensions the level crossing phenomenon can 

also be demonstrated [10, 11]. The level crossing is not dependent on any par

ticular form for the background fields and occurs generally for any set of SU(2) 

gauge fields which change continuously from one vacuum to another with different 

winding number.

If the fermions are massive the situation is quite different. If the fermion in 

the above example has a mass m  then the energy eigenvalues are bounded below 

by m  and so cannot cross zero. In the adiabatic limit the initial and final fermion 

states are the same and chiral charge is conserved. Nevertheless there is still
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (a): The initial fermion spectrum, (b): The final fermion spectrum. 

Open circles denote empty states and filled circles denote occupied states.

an anomaly given by Eq. (1.1.4). In this case the conservation of chiral charge 

occurs because the two terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.1.4) cancel for adiabatic 

fields. For non-adiabatic fields chiral charge will be generated. In this case there 

is some probability of ”hopping” between positive and negative energy states and 

the initial and final fermion states will differ in chiral charge in agreement with 

Eq. (1.1.4) [9].

In the above example both left and right handed fermions couple to the gauge 

field with equal strength. Whenever a right handed particle is created it is accom

panied by a left handed hole so fermion number is conserved. However if only the 

left handed particles couple to the gauge field then only left handed states shift. 

According to the above discussion we will end up with an antiparticle but now 

there is no accompanying particle. In this case fermion number is not conserved 

and the change in fermion number is minus the change in Chern-Simons number 

in agreement with Eq. (1.2.23).

In the case of chiral fermions the non-conservation of fermion number is in

dependent of the fermion mass (see Eqs. (1.1.6) and (1.1.7)). This appears to
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present a problem if the background field is adiabatic, since the existence of the 

mass gap discussed above prevents level crossing and so fermion number is naively 

conserved. In fact as emphasised in [12] there is no mass gap since chiral fermions 

get their mass due to spontaneous symmetry breaking, i.e. from their Yukawa 

coupling to the Higgs field. Thus, for certain gauge-Higgs configurations, it still 

may be possible to have a zero eigenvalue. For example it is well known that the 

SU(2) sphaleron has a zero eigenvalue [13, 14] though little is known about the 

existence of zero eigenvalues in more general S'£7(2)-Higgs backgounds. In com

parison level crossing in the f/(l)-Higgs theory in 1-f-l dimensions is relatively well 

understood. In particular it can be shown [15] that the massless Hamiltonian has 

a zero eigenvalue if (and only if) the Chern-Simons number is half-integer, while 

for non-zero Yukawa coupling the zero eigenvalue is displaced from half-integer 

Chern-Simons number.

1.4 Transition R ates

As discussed in Section 1.2 fermion number non-conservation occurs when the 

gauge fields make a transition between topologically distinct vacua. These vacua 

are separated by an potential barrier corresponding to the sphaleron configuration 

(see figure 1.1). Hence at zero temperature the only way that fermion number can 

be produced is by quantum tunnelling through the barrier [16]. Using standard 

WKB methods the rate of transitions per unit volume can be calculated and is of 

the order

T oc e~°w (1.4.34)

The factor in the exponent is the action of the instanton which is a classical 

solution to the Euclidean equations of motion which interpolates between two 

neighbouring vacua. Eq. (1.4.34) is so small that it can effectively be ignored.

At finite temperature the rate can be significantly enhanced [18]. At tern-
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perature T  the thermal distribution of states is determined by the Boltzmann 

factor e~T. States with energy E  > Esph where E sph is the barrier height 

(the sphaleron energy) can overcome the potential barrier classically. The rate 

of transitions is then just proportional to the number of these states and so we 

expect
E cpu

r  oc e" T (1.4.35)

At temperatures T < Mw  the number of these states is exponentially suppressed 

and the contribution due to tunneling dominates. On the other hand for T  >> Mw  

the main contribution comes from classical motion over the barrier. This allows 

the rate to be calculated using the semiclassical methods of Langer and Affleck 

[19]. This method is only valid for T E s p h  (weak coupling). The rate has been 

calculated in [4] for the U( 1) model in 1 + 1 dimensions and in [20] for the SU(2) 

model in 3+1 dimensions with the results

_  / 3ESPHy  \JMjjMw  9 |  Esph

V i r T  )  47r
(1.4.36)

for U( 1) in 1+1 dimensions (for A <C g ) and

T =  0.007 (aw T)4 e-Zurnm  (1.4.37)

for SU(2) in 3+1 dimensions (for A ~  g2).

Eqs. (1.4.36) and (1.4.37) for the rates are semiclassical and assume that at 

high temperatures T  >> Mw  the rate is dominated by classical motion over the 

top of the barrier. It is assumed that the only quantum effect is in renormalisation 

of the parameters in the Hamiltonian, ft is well known that for the SU(2) model 

in 3 +  1 dimensions the renormalised IT-mass is temperature dependent Mw = 

Mw(T)  [21] and hence the sphaleron energy E s p h  appearing in Eq. (1.4.37) is 

temperature dependent.

E,ph(T) = (L4.38)
aw \ a w )
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Above some critical temperature Tc, SU{2) symmetry is restored, the W  is 

massless and the sphaleron barrier disappears E s p h  = 0. Hence we expect rapid 

transitions between topologically distinct vacua. However an exact evaluation 

of the rate in this region is difficult, since the standard weak coupling methods 

require T  <C E sp h • From scaling arguments it is expected to behave as [20]

T =  /c(apyT)4 (1.4.39)

where k is an unknown non-perturbative constant. Estimates of k using numerical 

lattice methods give n 1 [5, 6, 7],

1.5 Baryogenesis and C osm ology

Experimental evidence suggests that the universe contains far more m atter than 

antimatter. A common measure of this asymmetry is the ratio of the number of 

baryons to the number of photons.

—  «  10“10 -  1(T9 (1.5.40)
n7

Baryogenesis is the creation of this asymmetry from symmetric initial conditions. 

In 1967 Sakharov showed that any baryogenesis model must satisfy three condi

tions [17]:

1. Baryon number violation

2. C and CP violation

3. Departure from thermal equilibrium

Initial efforts to explain the asymmetry concentrated on Grand Unified Theo

ries (GUTs) which naturally satisfy all three conditions and can produce results 

in agreement with Eq. (1.5.40). In such models the baryon asymmetry is created 

at the GUT symmetry breaking scale (typically T  ~  1015GeV).

However the high rate given by Eq. (1.4.39) implies that any B+L asymme

try created above the electroweak phase transition (e.g.at the GUT scale) will be
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washed out by rapid electroweak fermion number violating transitions [18]. How

ever since the electroweak theory conserves B-L there still remains the possibilty 

that the current baryon asymmetry is due to a B-L asymmetry created at the 

GUT scale. This rules out GUTs which conserve B-L (e.g. SU(5)).

A more interesting possibility is that the baryon asymmetry was created at 

the electroweak phase transition (typically T ~  lOOGeU). If this is the case then 

Eq. (1.4.37) provides a constraint on the Higgs mass. If the baryon asymmetry was 

indeed created at the electroweak phase transition then this asymmetry should 

survive to the present day. In other words sphaleron processes must come out of 

equilibrium at the phase transition. Requiring the rate giveil by Eq. (1.4.37) to 

be smaller than the expansion rate of the universe at Tc puts a lower bound on 

the sphaleron energy which in turn puts an upper bound on the Higgs mass [22]

Mh < 45GeV  (1.5.41)

to be compared with the LEP bound

Mh > 65G'eU (1.5.42)

Clearly these bounds are incompatible. This appears to rule out electroweak 

baryogenesis. However the validity of Eq. (1.5.41) is debatable since it is based 

on a perturbative treatment of the effective potential. In addition electroweak 

baryogenesis may still be possible in models with an extended Higgs sector (for a 

review of electroweak baryogenesis see [23]).

1.6 N um erical Sim ulations

Eqs. (1.4.37) and (1.4.39) for the rate of fermion number violation at finite temper

ature in the electroweak theory clearly have important consequences for baryo

genesis. In particular the high rate of transitions above the electroweak phase 

transition implies that any baryon asymmetry created above Tc will be washed
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out by electroweak fermion number violation. This will certainly be the case if 

the coefficient k ~  1 in Eq. (1.4.39) which is usually assumed. However k is a 

non-perturbative constant which has so far only been calculated using numerical 

lattice simulations [5, 6, 7].

These lattice calculations are based on measuring the change in Chern-Simons 

number (details will be discussed later in the thesis). From the anomaly fermion 

number is violated whenever ANcs  — ±1. However, on the lattice the measure

ment of A Ncs  is well known to be problematic and it would be useful to have 

some independent method of checking that fermion number is really violated when 

A Ncs  changes by unity. Fortunately the level crossing picture discussed in Sec

tion 1.3 provides just such a method, since A N cs  =  ±1 should be accompanied 

by fermion eigenvalues crossing zero.

In [24] the lowest eigenvalue was measured for the massless fermion Hamil

tonian and shown to dive to zero whenever Ncs  changed by one unit. Further 

evidence that the eigenvalue crosses zero is provided in [25], where the diving of 

the lowest eigenvalue was shown to be accompanied by a flip in sign of the chiral

ity of the corresponding eigenvector. In addition it was found that level crossing 

occurs not just for massless fermions but also in the presence of Yukawa interac

tions. The work described in this thesis is an attempt to provide further evidence 

for level crossing in lattice simulations.

The method of [25] is based on identifying the chirality of the lattice eigen- 

modes. However the validity of this method is not obvious. Chirality is not a 

good label for the eigenmodes since lattice regularisation inevitably beaks chi

ral symmetry. With this problem in mind we introduce an independent method 

for investigating the level crossing picture based on solving the time-dependent 

Dirac equation. In this way we can check directly the time development of the 

eigenvectors without relying on the measurement of chirality.

As well as the SU(2) model in 3 -f 1 dimensions we have also studied the U(l)  

model in 1 +  1 dimensions. We have studied this model for two main reasons.



Firstly we have a greater analytic understanding of level crossing in this model 

than in the SU(2) model. In addition the lower number of dimensions allows us 

to use larger lattices.

The U(l)  model is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, while Chapters 4 and 5 

deal with the SU(2) model. For each model fermion number non-conservation is 

studied firstly by measuring the Chern-Simons number of the gauge field. The level 

crossing picture is then investigated using the methods of [25] and also by using 

the Dirac equation as discussed above. Our results are summarised in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

U ( l)  M odel in 1+1 Dimensions

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the standard numerical method of investigating finite 

temperature fermion number violation, the real-time microcanonical method, and 

apply it to the Z7(l) theory in 1 + 1 dimensions. The microcanonical method and 

its motivation are described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes the discretisation 

the U( 1) system and its equations of motion. Details of the numerical procedure, 

in particular the creation of initial field configurations, are discussed in Section 2.4. 

Section 2.5 discusses constraints upon our choice of coupling constants. In the final 

section results are presented for measurements of the Chern-Simons number and 

the Higgs topology. The methods and notation of [26] are used throughout this 

chapter.

2.2 T he M icrocanonical M ethod

The real time microcanonical method was introduced in [27] where it was ap

plied to the process of kink-antikink pair creation in Xcj)4 theory. The method is 

motivated by the observation that the elementary excitations which combine to

18
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form the sphaleron obey classical statistical mechanics. To see this recall that the 

sphaleron is an extended object with radius tsph ~  Mw - The typical momentum 

of an elementary sphaleron excitation is thus kex ~  pH ~  Mw- The energy of 

an individual excitation is then

E ex = \Jk^x + Myy ~  \/2 Mw  (2.2.1)

Now the rate formulae Eqs. (1.4.36) and (1.4.37) are valid for T  Mw  so that 

E ex <  T  and hence the excitations relevant for the formation of sphalerons obey 

classical statistics. In the SU(2) theory the symmetry is restored at T > Tc 

and the sphaleron loses its role as the dominant configuration for fermion number 

violation. Above Tc it is expected that the configurations responsible for fermion 

number violation have radius of order the inverse magnetic screening mass ~  

(awT)~x. Hence again we have E ex <C T  (for small aw)-

The above discussion suggests that sphaleron formation is well described by 

classical statistical mechanics provided T  >> Mw-, be. in the region where the 

analytic rate formulae are valid. However classical statistics are ill-defined for 

systems with an infinite number of degrees of freedom due to the Rayleigh-Jeans 

divergence. According to the classical theorem of equipartition of energy the total 

energy of a system with Nd degrees of freedom is

(H) =  l- N dT  (2.2.2)

which is infinite in the limit Nd oo. Of course in any numerical simulation Nd 

is necessarily finite. In our simulations we put the system on a spatial lattice with 

lattice spacing a. The lattice spacing provides an ultraviolet cut-off kmax ~  K 

In the case of the full quantum theory modes with momentum k > T  give a 

negligible contribution to the total energy. Thus the lattice spacing mimics the 

effect of quantum mechanics on the high energy modes if we set
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The classical approximation suggests the following technique for studying 

fermion number violation at high temperature. We consider a classical gauge- 

Higgs system with coordinates A,</> and conjugate momenta E,P  (as mentioned 

above in practice these are defined on a spatial lattice). The probability of any 

particular state at temperature T  is then dictated by the Boltzmann factor e- ^ . 

We pick an initial configuration according to this statistical weight using some 

Monte Carlo method (see Appendix B). We then allow the system to evolve 

according to the classical equations of motion. During the time evolution we 

measure the Chern-Simons number N c s • From Eq. (1.2.23) fermion number is vi

olated whenever the Chern-Simons number changes by one unit. After letting the 

system evolve for a sufficiently large time t, we can then estimate the transition 

rate T by one of two methods.

Firstly we can use the fact that, if the volume V  is not too large, we expect 

that the fluctuations of Ncs  about a given vacuum sector will be small compared 

to one. Furthermore if the temperature is also not too large we expect transitions 

with A N c s  =  1 to be rare. Hence we expect the measurement of Ncs  to con

sist of plateaus with small fluctuations about a given Ncs  and occasional rapid 

transitions between plateaus. The rate TV  is then just the inverse of the average 

plateau time. The estimation of the rate given in [26] using this method agrees 

with the analytic formula Eq. (1.4.36).

Alternatively we can consider the quantity Q{t) = Ncs{t) ~~ Ncs{0) to be the 

analogue of the coordinate of a Brownian particle jumping between different vacua 

[28]. We then expect that at large t

(Q2(t)) = TVt  (2.2.4)

where (...) denotes the thermal average over initial field configurations. This 

formula has been used to calculate the rate in several simulations [29, 30, 31] and 

again agreement with Eq. (1.4.36) has been found.
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2.3 L attice G auge-H iggs S ystem

The continuum action of the Abelian Higgs model in 1 +  1 dimensions is

- /S = dtdx 2 2 — V (2.3.5)

where DM =  8^ — igAM and = <9a,.Aj, — dyA^. Due to the Higgs mechanism the 

gauge boson aquires a mass

Mw  = v/2</u (2.3.6)

In Eq. (2.3.5) AM, (f> and u are dimensionless, while the coupling constants g and 

A have dimensions [Mass] and [Mass]2 respectively. Following [26] we rewrite 

Eq. (2.3.5) in terms of dimensionless variables

r  = (gv)t, y = {gv)x,

= 4>=^,  A = 4v v gz
(2.3.7

so that Eq.(2.3.5) becomes

1
S = v2 f d r d y  [ A f ^ F ^  +  ( 3 ^ ) *  ( b j )  -  t  A (|<£|2 -  l) (2.3.8)

where = 8 ^ -  iA M and =  8^Ay -  8yA^.

We put this sytem on a space-time lattice with lattice spacing a in the spatial 

direction and at in the temporal direction (for a brief discussion of lattice gauge 

theories see Appendix A).

1 9
S -- _ _  (1 -  Retfe) +  -jj ( W j -  Re

(2.3.9)

where 1 and 0 are spatial and time-like directions respectively. The Higgs field <f>j 

sits on lattice sites. The temporal component of the vector potential A]- sits on



the link connecting j  and j  + 0 while the spatial component A 1- sits on the link 

connecting j  and j  + 1. Un is the product of links around an elementary plaquette.

Uu = uh iy+i,6t̂ 6iiq6
Uj(, = e'atA°, V #  = eM > (2.3.10)

Note that Eq. (2.3.9) is written in terms of the dimensionless quantities introduced

in Eq. (2.3.7). In particular the lattice spacings a and at are in units of T .

In the following we choose the temporal gauge A® = 0. The equations of

motion follow by the principle of least action. Defining the momenta fields as

dA]
E , = a-

Pi

dt
d<f>j
dt (2.3.ii:

m the limit at —> 0 we find the equations of motion 

=  2Imdt
. — _  I /A . . . _l_ /A ■ ^

dt a

and the Gauss constraint

A j = -  (Ej — Ej- i)  +  2 Im (P'* (j>̂j =  0 (2.3.13)

which is a constant of the motion.

The Hamiltonian is found by taking the at —> 0 limit of Eq. (2.3.9) and writing 

in the form

S  = J  d t (E K - E P) (2.3.14)

where Ep is the kinetic energy and Ep is the potential energy. We can then define 

a Hamiltonian H  = Ek  + Ep.

H
= E

j=i
a ! ( - ) ’ +

p,
2

+
t J+1 -  eiaA'>4>,

2 V a J a a +  i A - A

where n is the spatial size of the lattice.

(2.3.15;
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2.4 N um erical Procedure

The first step in the the numerical procedure is to create a typical equilibrium field 

configuration at the temperature of interest T. A simple method is the Metropolis 

procedure. The problem with this method is that the coordinates A], <pj and mo

menta E j , Pj are not all independent, since they must satisfy the Gauss constraint, 

Eq. (2.3.13). If we independently update all the fields and momenta according 

to the standard Metropolis procedure, then the Gauss constraint will in general 

not be satisfied. To control this violation of the constraint we use a modified 

Metropolis procedure in which the Hamiltonian H  is replaced by
n

H' =  H  +  (2.4.16)
3 =  1

The larger G the smaller Aj and in the limit G —> oo the constraint is exactly

satisfied. In practice the use of a finite value of G means that the constraint will

be violated by a small amount after thermalisation. To further reduce the value

of A j we apply the following ” cooling” equations

dEj d  ^  2

3* dEj  £  '

=  A2
dt 8 $  U  J

dPj d
dt dPj E  (2.4.17)

3 J — l

where t is the cooling ’’time”. These are the Langevin equations [33] without 

the noise term. In this way we can enforce the Gauss constraint to any desired 

accuracy. We use a first order discretisation method with discrete time step A t = 

0.05 and 1000 cooling sweeps.

Thermalisation is achieved by 5000 Metropolis sweeps through the lattice with 

5 hits per site/link in every sweep. The average energy after Metropolis agrees 

well with that predicted by the classical equipartition theorem

(H) =  1 NdT (2.4.18)
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where Nd is the number of degrees of freedom (4 per site in this case). The cooling

equations, Eq. (2.4.17), have little effect on the energy.

Having obtained an initial configuration in this way we allow the system 

to evolve in time by numerically solving the Hamiltonian equations of motion, 

Eqs. (2.3.11) and (2.3.12). We use a first order discretisation method with a dis

crete time step at = 0.05. The energy is found to be well conserved, as is the 

Gauss constraint.

2.5 C hoice o f Param eters

In calculating the transition rate for the U(l) model in 1 +  1 dimensions, Bochkarev 

and Shaposnikov [4] worked in the approximation A <C g2 or in terms of the 

dimensionless units used in our simulations (see Eq. (2.3.7)) A < 1 .  In accordance 

with [26] we thus chose A = 0.5.

Since the sphaleron radius is ~  (~  1 in units of gv) we require

to ensure that errors due to finite length and finite lattice spacing are negligible. 

As shown in [26] the choice a = 0.2 and n = 200 is reasonable.

Finally, the rate equation Eq. (1.4.36) is only valid for T  <C E s p h • Following 

[26] we chose = 10 (or = 0.094). In addition to satisfying the above 

condition this ensures that the rate is high enough that we can observe sphaleron 

transitions in our simulations.

(2.5.19)

2.6 Topological M easurem ents

The main quantity of interest during the time evolution is the Chern-Simons 

number. In the continuum it is given by

(2.6.20)
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On the lattice Eq. (2.6.20) becomes

Ncs = j - i t aA-) (2-6.21)
3=1

This shares all the properties of the continuum expression. It is an integer for pure 

gauge (vacuum) configurations. It is invariant under small gauge transformations 

and changes by an integer under large gauge transformations. Figure 2.1 shows 

a typical measurement of the Chern-Simons number during the time evolution. 

Ncs  spends most of the time fluctuating around integer values with occasional 

rapid transitions between integer values. From Eq. (1.2.23) these rapid transi

tions correspond to fermion number non-conservation. A close up of a particular 

sphaleron transition is shown in figure 2.2.

We have also investigated the topology of the Higgs field during the sphaleron 

transition shown in figure 2.2. As discussed in Section 1.2 a winding number can 

be defined for the Higgs field N h • This measures the number of times the Higgs 

field winds clockwise round the complex plane as x goes from 0 to L. Nh  c a n  

thus be measured ”by eye” by plotting <f>j in the complex plane. In practice Nh  is 

quite large (note Ncs  ~  8 —9) and Nh  difficult to measure. We can reduce Nh  by 

performing a large gauge transformation (f>j —> el6) (f>j. This is compatible with the 

temporal gauge condition Aq = 0 provided that 0j is time independent. We chose 

6j such that <j>j(to) —> |^j(^o)| at some time t0 just before the sphaleron transition 

(we choose t0 = 2000). This ensures that Nh  is zero just before the transition. 

The behaviour of the (gauge transformed) Higgs field is shown in figure 2.3. As 

the system evolves Nh  changes from 0 to 1. As discussed in Section 1.2 the Higgs 

field must cross zero at some point in the process. This is clearly shown with 

figure 2.3(b) showing the point at which </> crosses zero. We find the Higgs field 

has a zero at th = 2137.2. It is interesting to compare this to the time at which 

the Chern-Simons number is half-integer tcs = 2139.8. Thus in this particular 

case th < t c s • The high temperature Higgs field winds before the gauge field. 

This is in contrast to the sphaleron which has Ncs = \  and (f)(0) = 0.
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Figure 2.1: The Chern-Simons number as a function of time for A — 0. 

-4- =  0.095. The lattice size is n = 200.
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Figure 2.2: The Chern-Simons Number as a function of time for a typical sphaleron 

transition.
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Figure 2.3: The Higgs field during a typical sphaleron transition, (a): t = 2100, 

N h = 0. (b): t = 2137.2, <j> crosses zero, (c): t = 2200, N h — 1.



Chapter 3 

Level Crossing in U ( l)  M odel in 

1+1 Dimensions

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter fermion number non-conservation was investigated by 

following the time development of the Chern-Simons number of the U(l)  gauge 

field. Fermion number should be violated whenever Ncs  changes by one unit. As 

discussed in Section 1.6 an alternative approach is to measure the eigenvalues of 

the Dirac Hamiltonian. According to the level crossing picture, transitions for 

which Ncs  changes by one unit should be accompanied by the lowest fermion 

eigenvalue crossing zero. In this Chapter we attempt to verify this picture on the 

lattice.

In Section 3.2 we describe how to put the Dirac Hamiltonian on the lattice 

and discuss the fermion doubling problem. By constructing the continuum wave- 

functions we show how chirality can be defined on the lattice. In Section 3.3 we 

present results for the lowest energy eigenvalue and chirality both for ” smooth” 

and high temperature background fields. Section 3.4 describes how level crossing 

can be checked by solving the time-dependent Dirac equation and Section 3.5

29
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gives results using this method.

3.2 Lattice Eigenvalue E quations

The continuum time-independent Dirac equation for a free particle in 1+1 dimen

sions is
( d \

(3.2.1)za -— K (3m J ?/’ =  E'lp 

where the hermitian Dirac matrices a, (3 satisfy

{a,j3}=  0, a 2 = ft2 = 1 (3.2.2)

In 1+1 dimensions these relations can be satisfied by 2 by 2 matrices. One specific 

representation is
/  \ 

1 0
a =

0 -1

/ \ 
0 1

, 0  =
1 0

(3.2.3)

In this representation the upper component of ^  has chirality +1 and is denoted 

,tpR (right mover) while the lower component has chirality —1 and is denoted z/’L 

(left mover).

di>R
dx

:dj’L
dx

+ mz/,L = E'iJj11 

+ mi()R = Eif)1" •3 .2 .4 )

We put Eq. (3.2.4) on the lattice in the obvious way by replacing derivatives with 

centralised differences.

Ya (x}+i -  x}-i) +  m X) =  E X) 

^ ( x , 2+i - + ) + +  =  E X) (3.2.5)

where a is the lattice spacing. Naively Eq. (3.2.5) approaches Eq. (3.2.4) in the 

continuum limit a —> 0 if we identify x 1 with i(j>r and y 2 with V,L- However it
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is well known that in the limit as a —► 0 Eq. (3.2.5) actually gives two copies of

Eq. (3.2.4). This is the famous ”doubling problem”. To see how it arises note

that the continuum energy eigenvalues E  are given by

E 2 = k2 + m 2 (3.2.6)

while the lattice eigenvalues are given by

E 2 =  sin2 (ah) + m2 (3.2.7)
a1

The lattice spacing a provides a momentum cutoff, so that the momenta k are 

restricted to the first Brillouin zone

7T 7r
- ~ < k < -  (3.2.8)

a a

It is easy to see that as a —> 0 for fixed fc, Eq. (3.2.7) approaches the continuum 

expression Eq. (3.2.6). However for finite a there is an extra degeneracy of fermion 

states since sin(ka + 7r) =  — s'm(ka).

One way of dealing with the doubling problem is to modify the Hamiltonian 

by the addition of a term which vanishes in the continuum limit but which breaks 

the degeneracy, by giving the additional states a mass of the order of the cutoff 

T This is the Wilson method [34]. An alternative approach is to accept the 

additional states and interpret Eq. (3.2.5) as describing two fermion ”flavours” 

with common mass m. This is the staggered fermion method [35] and is the one 

adopted in this thesis.

For this to be the case we require Eq. (3.2.5) to give two copies of Eqs. (3.2.4) 

in the continuum limit, one for each of the two flavours. We do this by splitting 

the x fields according to whether they sit on odd or even sites. From each y field 

we construct two fields x°dd, x even as follows

x f  =  X V - 1

x r  = XV (3.2.9)
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Rewriting Eq. (3.2.5) in terms of these two fields gives

- (2a 1
 ̂ l.even
Xj

l . e v e n N
_  Xj- 1 y

\ 1 2, odd
) +  mXj

ti 1 %odd 
=  E Xj

—i 
2 a

(  I ,odd
[Xj+1

l,odcA
-  Xj )

. 2, even
+ TO\ j

7-1 l.even
= E Xj

- (  2a '
f 2,even

M
2,even'

~ Xj-1
\ , 1 .odd
) +  m Xj j i  2 ,odd= E Xj'

z
2a

(  2,odd
IA? +  1

2 , odd \
- X j ’ )

, l . e v e n+ m Xj 771 2,even
=  Ex,' (3.2.10)

The fields ^°dd̂ even sit on a lattice with lattice spacing 2a. First and second 

central derivatives on this lattice are given by

dx, -  J _ (
dx 4a (

d2Xj 1
dx2 4a2

(3.2.11;

In terms of these lattice derivatives we can then rewrite Eq. (3.2.10) as

/  dx^'even d2 ■\̂ -,even
dx dx2 1 ' /VJ /VJ

• I " / vJ " /VJ 1 i 2,odd 1 .odd
~  * — i -------------a  —  +  ™ X i  =  E X

( dv l,odd d2y 1,odd
•  I  ^  A ?  i  , z.even 171 j

i + m *>- =  E *>
' 1 2, even  72 2,even \

^  a^ ) + m x r  = E x *
dx dx2

2 ,od
1 " /VJ 1 1 l.even 771 2,even  / o  <-> i o \+ a — t V "  \ + m x i  = E x i  (3.2.12)

. dx f ° di ,

Finally we define new fermion fields as linear combinations of the x  fields.

j 1 ,R    f  (  1 ,odd - l,euen\
^3 ~  9 vO ^  /

^ 1 ,L  =  ^  ( x f ° dd +  4 ' " ' " ' )
/ 2,/I 1 /  2,odd 2 , e v e n \

y  =  j b  J
/ 2,L f f  1 ,odd. l,even\ / .-> o -> o \

Vb = o W  ) (3.2.13)2

Eq. (3.2.12) can be rewritten in terms of these fields
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* ( ^ +â ) +md'L = E A R

(  d lp ) ' L d 2l l^'R \  i r> -i r
+ a—-J~— ) + mijjj’ = Eip,'

dx dx2

_<̂  + â H +m,#£ = E ^ R

t y i ~ +ad- ^ - ) + m A R =  E x ->’L (3-2-14)

These are just the ”naive” equations for two free fermions 011 a lattice with

lattice spacing 2a, but with an extra term of order a which lifts the degeneracy of 

the naive Hamiltonian.

For the purposes of our numerical calculations we rewrite Eq. (3.2.5) in terms of 

dimensionless variables by rescaling the y fields, energy E , and mass m  according 

to

X1’2 -»• HT^X1’2, £ - > - £ ,  m ^ - m  (3.2.15)al!z a a
so that Eq. (3.2.5) becomes

Y  ( x ' + i  -  X j - i )  +  m x )  =  E X)

\  (x j+1 -  Xj-i) + W ,  =  E X2 (3.2.16)

With this normalisation the total chirality on the lattice is
N / 2  (  f f f f \

<r5) = E  h r  i>)'L XX+ i’T  rt'R-  y2’L i>fL] (3.2.17)

Using Eq. (3.2.13) this can be expressed in terms of y a, y 2

(r5) = E Re (x) x}+l-  Xj  Xi+ij (3.2.18)

X1, X2 can be coupled to the gauge field A 1- in the usual gauge invariant way

 ̂ f  i a A )  1 — i a A 1 . 1 \  , 2 z? 1
—  ( e  X j + i  -  e  X j - i  J +  m X j  =  E X j

* f  i a A )  2 —i a A 1 , 2 \  , 1 7-1 2 / o  n  1 r»\~[e  UXj+i -e  ’- ' X j - i j + m x j  = EXj  (3.2.19)
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As in the free particle case Eq. (3.2.19) actually describes 2 Dirac fermions in the 

continuum limit. The chirality is modified to

( r 5) =  Re (x) eiaA) XJ+1 -  x] eiaA’ x 2+1)  (3.2.20)

The presence of the link variable emAj between Xj and Xj+i ensures that this 

definition is gauge invariant.

Of particular interest is the massless case. For m = 0 the two components 

X15X2 decouple and we can keep only the y1 component.

-i
(eiaA’Xj+i -  =  E X) (3.2.21)

Since the number of degrees of freedom per site has been reduced from 2 to 1, 

Eq. (3.2.21) describes a pair of Weyl fermions ■0-R,?/>L in the continuum limit. 

Eq. (3.2.20) for the chirality becomes

<r»> =  £ ;  R e ^ x j e ' ^ x J + i )  (3-2.22)

In the continuum r 5 commutes with the massless Hamiltonian and r 5 is a good 

quantum number (ipR has r 5 =  +1 and V’L has r 5 =  —1). On the lattice the 

additional term of order a (see Eq. (3.2.14)) breaks the chiral symmetry. Thus for 

finite a, T5 7̂  ± 1. Although r 5 is classically conserved (in the continuum), this 

conservation law is broken by the chiral anomaly.

A r5 =  - 2 A N CS (3.2.23)

In the next section we will attempt to verify Eq. (3.2.23) by observing the level 

crossing of energy levels.

Alternatively we can attempt to construct a chiral theory by coupling only y1 

to the gauge field. This forbids an explicit mass term, if we want the spectrum to 

be gauge invariant. As in the continuum we introduce a mass via Yukawa coupling 

to the Higgs field.
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—i
Y

— i a A 1,
e - - ’ X j + i  - e  xJ-O + h < P j X 2j  = E x )  

I  { xU  -  x U )  + Hix)  = Ex) (3.2.24)

h is the Yukawa coupling. Since only y 1 couples to the gauge field the chirality is 

modified to
JL ( t t \

(3.2.25)<r s> =  E  Re ei0i4‘x h i -  X; Xj+iJ

Again there is a doubling of states so that Eq. (3.2.24) describes 2 flavours of 

fermions with common Yukawa coupling h. In the continuum limit Eq. (3.2.24) 

can be written

(3h(f>

4/ is a four component spinor, $  =

4/ =  E^l (3.2.26)

/—iocdx 

\

where -0 =

( \

0 2 ,L

X  =

/

0 2 ,  R

01,L
Note that the two different flavours 0 X, 0 2 couple differently to the gauge field. 

For one of the fermions (0 1) only the right moving component couples to A 1 as 

expected from the naive continuum limit of Eq. (3.2.24). On the other hand, 

for the second fermion (0 2) only the left moving component couples to A1. As 

discussed in Section 1.1 the 17(1) theory with a single right moving particle has 

a gauge anomaly which must be cancelled by adding extra fermions with charges 

satisfying YIQl = Hence the lattice doubler ensures the theory is gauge

anomaly free (albeit in the most trivial way). However the lattice doubler also 

cancels the fermion number anomaly. The total fermion number /  d:r4A4/ = 

N}r +  Np  is conserved since (see Eq. (1.2.23)

A N l  = - A N l  = -  AN,cs (3.2.27)
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On the other hand the difference Np — Np is anomalous. In the notation of 

Eq. (3.2.26) we have Np — Np = f  where f 5 is the ”generalised” chirality

r ,  =

( \  
75 0

0 - 7 5

(3.2.28)

From Eq. (3.2.27) we have

The lattice version of f 5 is

A f s -  - 2 A N CS (3.2.29)

( f 5) =  £  Re ( q  e“ ^ x ]+ i+  7  X;2+1)  (3.2.30)

which differs from chirality, Eq. (3.2.25), in the sign of the second term. Unlike 

r 5, r 5 commutes with the Hamiltonian for finite Yukawa coupling and thus serves 

as a good label for the energy eigenstates (though the order a term in the lattice 

Hamiltonian breaks T5 symmetry). Indeed in the continuum r 5 just labels the 

particular fermion species. States with IT = +1 correspond to ip1 while states 

with r 5 =  -1  correspond to the doubler \p2. Although classically conserved (in 

the continuum) T5 symmetry is broken by the anomaly which should be reflected 

by the level crossing of energy eigenstates.

The presence of doubler states with opposite chirality is a general feature of 

all lattice theories of fermions. Their presence can be derived under very general 

assumptions. In fact, according to the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem as long as the 

Hamiltonian is hermitian, local and translation-invariant there is an equal number 

of left handed and right handed particles for every set of conserved quantum 

numbers [36]. As explained above this means that fermion number is conserved 

for lattice fermions. In terms of the level crossing picture, for every fermion state 

with generalised chirality f 5 = +1 (corresponding to species ip1) crossing zero 

in one direction there will be a corresponding doubler state (corresponding to 

species ip2) with IT =  — 1 crossing zero in the opposite direction. However in the
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continuum limit the doubler decouples and can be ignored. Hence provided the 

lattice spacing a is small enough we can still study fermion number violation on 

the lattice.

3.3 E igenvalue and C hirality M easurem ents

To investigate the level crossing picture on the lattice we numerically solve Eqs.

(3.2.19), (3.2.21) and (3.2.24) for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Dirac 

Hamiltonian in the presence of background lattice gauge and Higgs fields. An-

tiperiodic boundary conditions are imposed on the fermion wavefunctions so that

there are no zero eigenvalues in the free field case. Appendix C describes the 

numerical method used to find the eigenvalues. Firstly the Hamiltonian matrix 

is tridiagonalised using the Lanczos method and then the eigenvalues found using 

Sturm sequences. Having found the eigenvalues the corresponding eigenvectors 

are then found using inverse iteration (see Appendix D).

Firstly we investigated the level crossing picture for a set of smooth config

urations which interpolate between two topologically distinct vacua. The trivial 

vacuum with winding number zero is

A f ] = 0, <j>f1 =  1 (3.3.31)

while a vacuum with winding number one is given by

A f  =  W  =  e2̂  (3.3.32)
J na J

where a is the lattice spacing and n is the number of lattice sites. We choose our 

gauge field to smoothly interpolate between and A ^ \

A,(t) = t A f } (3.3.33)

where the ’’time” parameter t varies from 0 to 1. This is just the lattice version of 

the gauge field considered in Section 1.3, Eq. (1.3.33), which was shown to result 

in level crossing, at least for massless fermions.
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Firstly we consider the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian with 

an explicit mass term, Eq. (3.2.19) (in the case m  =  0, Eq. (3.2.21)). In this case 

we can show analytically that level crossing occurs for m = 0. In addition we know 

that the zero eigenvalue occurs for Ncs — f • Since this can be shown analytically 

this serves as a test case for our numerical method. Figure 3.1 shows the the 

lowest positive eigenvalue and the chirality of the corresponding eigenvector for 

a variety of masses. In each case the lowest eigenvalue falls reaching a minimum 

at t = 0.5 (corresponding to Ncs = | )  before rising again. The chirality is 

initially positive and switches in sign at t = 0.5 to become negative. From these 

results we can infer the behaviour of the highest negative energy eigenvalue. To 

do this we use the fact that due to lattice doubling the eigenvalues come in pairs. 

From Eq. (3.2.19), if (x]?Xj) 1S an eigenvector with eigenvalue E  and chirality 

r5 then (( — 1)j'xJ> — ( — l ) J'Xj) 1S an eigenvector with eigenvalue — E  and chirality 

—Ts. Using this symmetry we can infer that the highest negative energy eigenvalue 

rises reaching a maximum at t = 0.5 before falling. The chirality of this mode is 

initially negative and switches sign to become positive.

In the massless case the lowest eigenvalue gets close to zero at t = 0.5 and T5 

is close to ±1. Now recall that Ts is classically conserved in this case (for small 

lattice spacing). We thus interpret the results as showing a positive chirality mode 

(right mover) crossing zero from above and a negative chirality mode (left mover) 

crossing zero from below. The zero eigenvalue occurs for Ncs  — |  as exPectecl 

for the massless Hamiltonian. The total change in chiral charge is A r 5 =  —2 in 

agreement with Eq. (3.2.23). On the other hand when the fermion is massive the 

eigenvalues are bounded from below by the particle mass m  as shown in figure 3.1a 

and so level crossing cannot occur. As m  is increased |r51 decreases since the mass 

term breaks chiral symmetry.

These results indicate that our method works well, at least for the analytically 

understood case of fermions with an explicit mass. We now apply the same method 

to the less well understood Yukawa case, Eq. (3.2.24). Of particular interest in this
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case is the relationship between level crossing ancl the topology of the Higgs field. 

With this in mind we have investigated five different Higgs field configurations 

each with different topological properties. In all five cases the gauge field is as 

before, Eq. (3.3.33).

C A SE 1.

^ ( t )  = (1 -  t)<t>f +  Aj(t) = t A f  (3.3.34)

In this case the Higgs field smoothly interpolates between < f and <̂(1b 6 has 

winding number N h = 0 for t < \  and N h = 1 for t > | .  The change in winding 

number occurs at time th = \  where the Higgs field has zero at the center of the 

lattice, (j)R+i(th) =  0. In this case th coincides with the time at which the Chern- 

Simons number is half-integer tcs  =  f- The lowest eigenvalue and generalised 

chirality are shown in figure 3.2 for a variety of Yukawa couplings h. For all values 

of h we observe the diving of the lowest eigenvalue and corresponding flip in sign of 

the generalised chirality r 5 from positive to negative. Since f 5 is a good quantum 

number (in the continuum limit) in the Yukawa case, we find r 5 ~  ±1. As before 

these results are interpreted using the fact that the eigenvalues come in pairs due 

to species doubling. From Eq. (3.2.24), if (x ) ,X2j ) ls an eigenvector with eigenvalue 

E  and generalised chirality T5 then (( —l)fi\d, —(—l)Jx?) is an eigenvector with 

eigenvalue —E  and generalised chirality — IV Thus our results also show the rising 

of the highest negative energy eigenvalue reaching a maximum at t = 0.5. The 

generalised chirality of this mode is initially negative and switches sign to become 

positive. As argued in Section 3.2, T5 takes over the role of T5 in the current 

case. In particular it is classically conserved in the continuum limit. Thus we can 

interpret the results as showing a T5 = +1 mode crossing zero from above and a 

f 5 =  — 1 mode crossing zero from below. The zero eigenvalue occurs at Ncs  = \  

as in the massless case. As discussed in Section 3.2 f 5 =  +1 states correspond 

to one fermion ip1 (with fermion number Np)  and states with T5 =  —1 to the 

doubler ip2 (with fermion number Np). So we have A Np = —A Np = —A Ncs
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and f 5 =  —2ANcs  in agreement with the anomaly equations, Eqs. (3.2.27) and 

(3.2.29).

C ASE 2.

fr(t) =  (1 -  Vt)4>f} + Aj(t) =  t A f  (3.3.35)

As above the Higgs field interpolates between the two vacuua. However in this 

case the Higgs zero occurs at th =  i.e. th < t c s • The lowest eigenvalue and 

generalised chirality are shown in figure 3.3. As before the results show the diving 

of the lowest eigenvalue and chirality flip suggestive of level crossing. However 

the exact point at which we have a zero eigenvalue to depends upon the Yukawa 

coupling h with t0 varying continuously from tcs  to th as h is increased. This shift 

of to away from tcs  for finite h has been shown analytically in the continuum[15]. 

C ASE 3.

<j>j(t) =  (1 + t2<f>f], Aj(t) = tA (p  (3.3.36)

This is similar to CASE 3 except now we have th =  ^  i.e. th > t c s • The 

results are shown in figure 3.4. As in CASE 3, t0 varies continuously with increas-- 

ing h from tcs  towards th- 

CA SE 4.

4>j(t) =  4>f, Aj(t) =  t A (p  (3.3.37)

In this case only the gauge field varies while the Higgs field is frozen in the 

trivial vacuum (Nh = 0). The results are shown in figure 3.5. For small Yukawa 

coupling we have level crossing with t0 increasing as h is increased. At some 

threshold Yukawa coupling to = 1. For h greater than this threshold there is no 

level crossing.

C A SE 5.

^ ( t )  = </>f\ Aj(t) = t A f  (3.3.38)

This is similar to CASE 4 except here the Higgs field is frozen in the vacuum

with winding number N h =  1. The results are shown in figure 3.6. As in CASE 4
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level crossing occurs for small h. As h is increased to decreases and level crossing 

disappears above some threshold value of h.

Armed with these results we can now apply the same procedure to the case 

of the "high temperature” fields discussed in Chapter 2. Previously we identified 

fermion number violation by measuring the Chern-Simons number of the gauge 

field. Now we shall attempt to observe fermion number violation directly by mea

suring the lowest eigenvalue and chirality in these high temperature backgrounds.

In Section 2.6 a particular ’’sphaleron” transition was described. The Chern- 

Simons number for this transition is shown in figure 2.2. Since A N c s  =  1 we 

expect this transition to be accompanied by the level crossing of energy eigen

states. In the massless case we know that level crossing must occur with the zero 

eigenvalue occuring at half-integer Ncs- This is clearly shown in figure 3.7 which 

shows the lowest eigenvalue and chirality of the massless Hamiltonian.

For the Yukawa case the lowest eigenvalue and generalised chirality are shown 

in figure 3.8. For small Yukawa coupling the results are similar to the massless 

case with level crossing occuring at time t ~  t c s , where Ncs  is half-integer. As 

h is increased we still have level crossing but the time t0 at which this occurs is 

displaced from tcs,  decreasing as h increases. This is expected for a general Higgs 

configuration as shown in the trial configurations discussed above. From our trial 

results we expect to to approach th, the time where the Higgs field has a zero, 

as h is increased. In Section 2.6 we showed by direct measurement that for this 

particular transition th = 2137.2, i.e. th < t c s • Thus we expect t0 to decrease 

towards t = 2137.2 as h is increased and this is what we observe.

Results for a second sphaleron transition are shown in figure 3.9 for the mass

less Hamiltonian and figure 3.10 for the Hamiltonian with the Yukawa term. The 

Chern-Simons number is half-integer at time tcs — 2275.9 resulting in level cross

ing in the massless case as shown in figure 3.9. For the Yukawa case we have level 

crossing for small Yukawa coupling. The time of level crossing t0 decreases as h
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is increased indicating that 4  < ti  as above. In fact in this case th occurs before 

the time scale shown in figure 3.10 so that level crossing disappears off the figure 

for large h. Hence in this case the winding number of the Higgs field has already 

changed before the time scale shown in these figures. The Higgs topology is thus 

similar to CASE 5 discussed above in which the Higgs winding number doesn’t 

change but is frozen at N h = 1.

3.4 Lattice Dirac Equation

In the previous section it was shown that transitions with A N c s  are accompanied 

by the diving of the lowest eigenvalue and a flip in sign of the chirality (or gener

alised chirality in the Yukawa case). This was interpreted as showing the lowest 

eigenvalue crossing zero leading to the violation of fermion number. This inter

pretation relies on the assumption that chirality (generalised chirality) commutes 

with the Hamiltonian in the massless (Yukawa) case and is thus a constant of the 

motion.

For example suppose r 5 is initially +1 and flips in sign to become —1. Then 

if we initially choose |ifr) to be the lowest positive energy eigenstate of H  and 

evolve |'ip) according to the time-dependent Dirac equation the chirality of |?/’) 

will remain +1. Furthermore in the adiabatic limit where the background fields 

change slowly with time \ip) will remain an eigenstate of H. As H  slowly varies 

\ip) evolves into the closest r 5 =  +1 eigenstate. So as long as the chirality of 

the lowest positive energy eigenstate is T5 =  + 1, |̂ >) will remain in the lowest 

positive energy eigenstate. However when r 5 changes to —1 |ip) cannot remain 

as the lowest positive energy eigenstate since T5 is conserved. At this point the 

closest r 5 =  +1 eigenstate is the highest negative energy eigenstate. Hence we 

expect l^) to evolve into the highest negative energy eigenstate of H. This leads 

to the conclusion that the T =  -fl state crosses zero from above leading to creation 

of chiral charge.
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Of course on the lattice T5 is not conserved. As explained in the previous 

section the lattice Hamiltonian contains an order a term which explicitly breaks 

chiral symmetry. This is unlikely to be a problem in our 1 +  1 dimensional model 

since as shown in the previous section we measure T5 to be very close to ±1 

indicating that chirality is close to being a good quantum number. However it 

would be useful to have some independent method to check that the state really 

does cross zero. The above discussion suggests the following method to verify the 

level crossing picture directly.

Let |Eq"(t)^ be the lowest positive energy eigenstate and Eq (t)^ be the highest 

negative energy eigenstate. At some time t; before the zero eigenvalue we pick our 

initial state )) =  Eo’(L')), i.e. \ift) is the lowest positive energy eigenstate of 

H. We then evolve the state according to the time-dependent Dirac equation. As 

\il)) evolves we measure the probability of finding \if)) in the states Eq  ̂ and Eq 

According to the above discussion for adiabatic background fields we expect |?/’) to 

remain in the lowest positive energy eigenstate \ij)) = until the point where

we have a zero eigenvalue and chirality flip where it should evolve into the highest 

negative energy eigenstate |ip) = Eq

The above discussion assumes the background fields are adiabatic. This as

sumption will not be satisfied for general gauge-Higgs backgrounds. In particular 

the high temperature fields vary quite rapidly with time. For these more general 

backgrounds we do not expect |ip) to remain in one particular energy eigenstate 

but to gradually disperse among all possible states with the same chirality as 

Eq (U)^. However provided the backgrounds do not vary too rapidly we still 

expect the above method to give useful results.

We want to evolve the state |if)) according to the Dirac equation.

i Jt = (3.4.39)

where H  is the fermion Hamiltonian. An important property of Eq. (3.4.39) is 

that the time evolution operator is unitary. This ensures that the norm of the



state \ip) is preserved. This property is obviously crucial for the reliability of our 

method and so we use the following discrete version of Eq. (3.4.39)[42]

( l  +  m  +  At)) = ( l  -  l- i A t H ( t ) )  Im )  (3.4.40)

Using these equations the norm of \^) is preserved exactly. We solve Eq. (3.4.40) 

numerically using Lanczos matrix inversion (see Appendix D).

3.5 Transition Probability  M easurem ents

Firstly we followed the time development of \ij)) for the trial configurations dis

cussed in Section 3.3. In each case |0) was initially chosen to be the lowest positive 

energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian and the probabilities of finding |?/’) in the

states [ e ^  and Eq  ̂ at subsequent times were measured.

Firstly consider the massless case, i.e. consider the massless Hamiltonian in 

the uniform gauge field background, Eq. (3.3.33), which has tcs = \ • Recall that 

in the massless case the Hamiltonian has a zero eigenvalue at to =  tcs  and so we 

expect level crossing to occur at this point. Figure 3.11a shows (^Eq ( t)\^(t)^  , 

i.e. the probability of finding l^) in the lowest positive energy eigenstate at time 

t. |(£o+( W ( i ) ) |  is initially one by our initial choice of |ip). It remains very 

close to one until to, i.e. it remains in the lowest positive energy eigenstate. At 

to it dives to zero. As discussed in the previous section this is just as expected 

for an adiabatic background. Since T5 flips in sign at t0, \ij)) cannot remain in

|Eo"̂  since chirality is approximately conserved. We thus expect |^) to evolve

into |ET^ at to. To check that this is the case we measure (^Eq (t)\'ip(t)'^ , i.e. 

the probability of finding |-0) in the highest negative energy eigenstate. This is 

shown in figure 3.11b. (^Eq (t)\ip(t)^ remains close to zero until t =  to at which 

point it jumps to one. After t0, (t)|?/’(t) )̂ remains very close to one. The

lowest positive energy eigenstate evolves almost entirely into the highest negative 

energy eigenstate, confirming the level crossing picture.
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These results indicate that the simple uniform gauge field background, Eq. (3.3.33), 

is consistent with the adiabatic approximation whereby the background field varies 

so slowly with time that |^) remains a particular energy eigenstate with unit prob

ability. Hence the level crossing picture is particularly clear here. For more general 

backgrounds the adiabatic approximation will not be valid.

We can see this applying the same procedure to the Hamiltonian with a Yukawa 

term. Now our background field contains a Higgs field which will in general make 

the adiabatic approximation invalid. Thus we expect \i )̂ not to evolve completely 

into Eq  ̂ but to disperse into other nearby states (consistent with chirality con

servation). This dispersion will depend upon the particular background. This 

in turn will depend upon the Yukawa coupling and on the topology of the Higgs 

field. To investigate this we have solved the Dirac equation in all 5 different gauge- 

Higgs backgrounds discussed in Section 3.3 for a variety of Yukawa couplings. The 

results are shown in figures 3.12 - 3.16.

Firstly consider CASE 1 given by Eq. (3.3.34). Recall that in this case the 

Higgs field has a zero at th = tcs  and that for all values of Yukawa coupling h we 

have a zero eigenvalue at this point. Figure 3.12a and 3.12b show (^Eq (t)\i/>(t)^

and Er respectively. For small values of h the results are similar to

the massless case with (£o+(<)!>/>(*))

and

 ̂ 1 for t < to and ^Eq 

for t > t0. As h is increased we see a gradual fall in both (^Eq ( t)\^(t)^

(^Eq ( t)\^(t)^ away from 1. This indicates that the additional Yukawa term 

makes the Hamiltonian ’’less adiabatic” , so that \ip.) doesn’t remain as the lowest 

eigenstate but gradually disperses among other eigenstates consistent with r 5 con

servation. In the current case this non-adiabatic behaviour increases for increasing 

Yukawa coupling h. However the essential features suggestive of level crossing still

remain. In particular (^Eq (t)\il>(t)  ̂

while |^E^(to — At)\'ip(t0 — At

and Eo are discontinuous at t0

This suggestsE0 (to -f At) 10 (to +  A t t 

that |F'F) takes over from Eq  ̂ at to and that the lowest eigenvalue crosses zero. 

In the other 4 Yukawa cases the results are similar with the level crossing
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picture being verified in each case. As above the presence of the Yukawa term

E t m ( t ) ) \  and \(Eo falling
2

results in non-adiabatic behaviour with

away from 1 as |ip) disperses among the other eigenstates, the amount of dispersion 

being dependent on the Yukawa coupling. In CASE 1 we found that the behaviour 

was similar to the massless case for small h, h ~  0.1, and became ’’less adiabatic” 

as h was increased. However this is not a general rule as can be seen in figure 3.16 

for example. Figure 3.16a shows strongly non-adiabatic behaviour for very small 

h, h = 0.001. In this case the behaviour is ’’more adiabatic” for the larger h , 

h = 0.1. On the other hand for very small h the results are similar to the massless 

case (as they must be by continuity, since the massless case corresponds to h = 0). 

Clearly the relationship between the ”non-adiabatic” fall in the overlaps and the 

Yukawa coupling is complicated and depends upon the particular background 

being studied.

We now apply the method to the high temperature fields discussed in Chap

ter 2. In Section 3.3 the lowest eigenvalues and chiralities for two different high 

temperature ’’sphalerons” were presented and showed the diving of the lowest 

eigenvalue and flip in chirality suggestive of level crossing.

Results for the first sphaleron in the massless case are shown in figure 3.17 (the 

corresponding lowest eigenvalue and chirality are given in figure 3.7). From fig

ure 3.17a we can see the behaviour is far from adiabatic. By time t0, ( E q 

has fallen to ~  0.2. However we still see the sharp discontinuity in (^Eq (t)\ip(t)^ 

and ( E q suggestive of level crossing. The picture is improved consid

erably in the Yukawa case (the corresponding lowest eigenvalue and generalised 

chirality are given in figure 3.8). This is shown in figure 3.18 for 3 values of the 

Yukawa coupling, h = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. All 3 values of h give similar results.

remains very close to 1 until t0 where it drops sharply to zero. 

The ”non-adiabatic fall” in (^Eq away from 1 is very small in all 3

cases with the effect slightly increasing as h increases from 0.1 to 0.3. Of course 

for smaller values of h we get similar results to the massless case (which corre
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sponds to h = 0) i.e. a large non-adiabatic effect. As discussed above for the trial 

configurations there is no simple relationship between the overlaps and h with this 

depending strongly on the particular background under consideration.

For the second sphaleron in the massless case the results are much better as 

shown in figure 3.19 (the corresponding lowest eigenvalue and chirality are given 

in figure 3.9). From these figures we can see that the behaviour is almost adiabatic 

with only a very slight fall in and (^Eq (t)\ip(t)^ . The Yukawa

case shown in figure 3.20 (the corresponding lowest eigenvalue and chirality are 

shown in figure 3.10) shows increased non-adiabatic behaviour for the smaller 

value of h, h = 0.001. Note the results in this case are very similar to the trial 

CASE 5 where the Higgs field was frozen in the second vacuum. In the current 

case this is not surprising since as discussed in Section 3.3 the winding number of 

the Higgs field has already changed before the time scale on these figures and so 

the topology here is similar to that in CASE 5.
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Figure 3.1: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q  as a function of time for the config

urations (3.3.33) for masses m = 0, 0.01 and 0.1. (b): The chirality T5 of the

corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 3.2: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q  as a function of time for the configura

tions (3.3.34) for Yukawa couplings h =■ 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. (b): The generalised

chirality r 5 of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 3.3: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q  as a function of time for the configura

tions (3.3.35) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. (b): The generalised

chirality T5 of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 3.4: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for the configura

tions (3.3.36) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. (b): The generalised

chirality r 5 of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 3.5: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q  as a function of time for the configura

tions (3.3.37) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05. (b): The generalised

chirality fs  of the corresponding eigenvector for h = 0.001 and h =  0.01.
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Figure 3.6: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for the configura

tions (3.3.38) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05. (b): The generalised

chirality T5 of the corresponding eigenvector for h = 0.001 and h = 0.1.
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Figure 3.7: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): The chirality T5 of the

corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 3.8: (a): The lowest eigenvalue Eo as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition for Yukawa couplings h =  0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. (b): The gener

alised chirality fs  of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 3.9: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for a typical 

sphaleron transition for m — 0. (b): The chirality T5 of the corresponding eigen

vector.
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Figure 3.10: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for a typical 

sphaleron transition for Yukawa couplings h = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.05. (b): The 

generalised chirality f 5 of the corresponding eigenvector for h = 0.001 and h = 

0.01.
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Figure 3.11: (a): (^Eq I'iJ;̂  as a function of time for the configurations (3.3.33)

for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): ^E0 as a function of time for the config

urations (3.3.33) for the massless Hamiltonian.
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Figure 3.12: (a): (^Eq ] ^  as a function of time for the configurations (3.3.34)

for Yukawa couplings h =  0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. (b): E'r as a function of time

for the configurations (3.3.34) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1.
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Figure 3.13: (a): (̂ Eq as a function of time for the configurations (3.3.35)

for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. (b): (̂ Eq as a function of time

for the configurations (3.3.35) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1.
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Figure 3.14: (a): (̂ Eq as a function of time for the configurations (3.3.36)

for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. (b): (̂ Eq \t/^ as a function of time

for the configurations (3.3.36) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1.
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Figure 3.15: (a): (E q \ ^  as a function of time for the configurations (3.3.37)

for Yukawa couplings h = 0.001 and 0.01. (b): Er as a function of time

for the configurations (3.3.37) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.001 and 0.01.
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Figure 3.16: (a): ^Eq \ ^  as a function of time for the configurations (3.3.38)
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Figure 3.17: (a): ( F ^ )  as a function of time for a typical sphaleron transition 

for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): (^Eq as a function of time for a typical 

sphaleron transition for the massless Hamiltonian.
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for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. (b): (̂ Eq \ ^  as a function of time

for a typical sphaleron transition for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3.
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Figure 3.19: (a): (^Eq \ ^  as a function of time for a typical sphaleron transition

for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): (E0 as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition for the massless Hamiltonian.
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Figure 3.20: (a): (^Eq \i/ ^  as a function of time for a typical sphaleron transition

for Yukawa couplings h — 0.001 and 0.01. (b): Er as a function of time

for a typical sphaleron transition for Yukawa couplings h = 0.001 and 0.01



Chapter 4

SU(2) M odel in 3+ 1  Dim ensions

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 the real time microcanonical method for studying fermion number 

violation on the lattice was discussed and applied to the 17(1) model in 1 +  1 

dimensions. In this chapter we apply the same method to the SU{2) model in 

3 +  1 dimensions. The methods and notation of [5, 24, 25] are used throughout 

this chapter.

4.2 L attice G auge-H iggs System

The continuum action of the 5/7(2) Higgs model in 3 +  1 dimensions is

S  = J  dtd3x +  (£>,‘$ ) t (£>„$) -  -  A ( + + ]  (4.2.1)

We put this system on a space-time lattice with lattice spacing a in the spatial 

directions and a At in the temporal direction.

5 = ^ { ^ T ( 1- 5 ReTrC/D0 - A+ ( 1- 5 ReTr̂ ) }

+ ^  T  (2<̂  “ -  + 6+ 6*4

68
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~A<E 6*i*. - E , ; + ‘i 'U
X  \  i  /  )

- /? RA < £ ( $ t $ x - t , 2) 2 (4.2.2)
X

where i and 0 are spatial and time-like directions respectively. In Eq. (4.2.2) $ 

has been rescaled to be °f the continuum Higgs field.

The Higgs field is an SU(2) doublet sitting on lattice sites. The lattice 

gauge field Ux § is an SU(2) matrix sitting on the link connecting x and x + 0 

while Ux i sits on the link connecting x and x + i. Ua is the product of links around 

an elementary plaquette where is a plaquette in the 0 — i plane and is a 

plaquette in a i — j  plane.

The lattice parameters in Eq. (4.2.2) and the continuum coupling constants in 

Eq. (4.2.1) have the following connection at tree-level

M 2 = - W r v 2
/Jho 2

wx

= To (4'2'3)

where a denotes the lattice spacing. In accordance with [5] we choose for the 

vacuum expectation value of the lattice Higgs field

2 2(3r +  3 (3fj — 1

The W  and Higgs masses are given by

M 2 2 0 H 2 r  2 2 8@R 2 /  a n  r  \w a — p v i MHa — — v (4.2.5)

In the following we choose the temporal gauge Ux 5 =  1. The lattice momenta

fields are defined as follows

P* — ^  (^ + 0  — (4.2.6)
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From Eq. (4.2.6) AtEx-{ € 5X7(2) and so we can write

E r . = E 4-. + iTaE a- ( 4 .2 .7 )
X ,1  X  ,1 X  ,1 v '

where Ta are the Pauli matrices. Then Ylt-i  E a ~.Ea

Using the principle of least action we derive the equations of motion

E a: = E a fl. -  V 'lrn T r (t“ (Ux ;Ux+; E  , -U] , +  UX;U* -r.-.u' ■:UI ;;■))x,i x —0 ,% 9  \  \  x - H j  x+7,z r ,?  x —1+1,1 x —j , i  x ~ J J j /
J#

-  ^ I m

p* = px-6 + A ife  (w + ; + C; A-0
-  (e  +  4A  ( $ t$x _  „*)) $  1 (4.2.8)

and the Gauss constraints

A? =  j E ImTr E  K i A - i E - u  -  < ? ) )  +  T Im = 0 (4-2-9)
i

which are constants of the motion.

To define a Hamiltonian we take the At —> 0 limit of Eq. (4.2.2) and write it 

in the form

S = J i t  {Ek  — E p ) (4.2.10)

where E k  is the kinetic energy and Ep is the potential energy. We can then define 

a Hamiltonian H  = E k  + Ep.

aH =  ^ - Y JE a:Ea: +  ^ - Y ^ P l P x9  x,i x, i 1 9  Z—/ x x2  t x,% x,% ' 2

x , i

1
+ A s E  d  -  oReTrC/° .)  +  £ Re

<=>s \  A /  x

P r E { ^ - v 2) 2 (4.2.11)
X

In accordance with [5] we chose the temperature T  =  ^ (the motivation for 

this identification was discussed in Section 2.2). In addition we chose A t  = 0.05 

which ensures that the energy is well conserved as is the Gauss constraint.
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4.3 N um erical Procedure

We follow the same numerical procedure as for the U( 1) model in 3+1 dimen

sions. The modified Metropolis technique is used to take account of the 3 Gauss 

constraints per site. In this case the Hamiltonian is modified to

H' = H + G J 2  a : a “ (4.3.12)

After thermalisation the Gauss constraint was further reduced by applying the 

following ’’Langevin” cooling equations.

(‘ +  At)

$£ (t +  At)  

Vx;{ (t + A*) (4.3.13)

where A2 = ]T) A“A“. V aA2 is the derivative of A 2 with respect to the link £7, •.

the full 5I7(2)-Higgs theory [7] and the pure SU(2) theory (which should be a 

good approximation to the full theory for temperatures T Tc) [6].

As before the system was thermalised with 5000 Metropolis sweeps and 5 

hits per site/link in every sweep. As expected we found the total energy after 

thermalisation to agree well with that predicted by the classical equipartition 

theorem

on an N 3 lattice, since in this case we have 20 degrees of freedom per site.

■tar' (4.3.14)

As before we minimised A2 with 1000 cooling sweeps and cooling timestep At  = 

0.05. An alternative thermalisation method has been suggested in [32] which 

ensures that the constraint is exactly satisfied. The method has been applied to

(4.3.15)
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4.4 C hoice o f Param eters

In calculating the transition rate for the SU(2) model in 3 +1 dimensions, Arnold 

and McLerran [20] worked in the approximation A ~  g2. We approximate this 

condition by setting Mw  =  M h which from Eq. (4.2.5) gives

0 « = | |  ( 4 , 4 . 16 )

so that (3r is fixed once we have chosen j3g, Ph -

If we denote the sphaleron radius in units a by k = then the lattice

calculation is only valid in the range

N
2 < k < — (4.4.17)

4

for an N 3 lattice.

Finally we require x = ^ Ŝ -H 1 for the rate equation Eq. (1.4.37) to be valid.

Since E s p h  ~  2M]V we have x = Using aw  =  , T = -  and Mw  =  f  weciw  T a w  °  PG^  a ka

thus require

* =  ^ 2  >  1 (4.4.18)
k

On the other hand if x is too large then the sphaleron barrier far exceeds the 

temperature and the transition rate will be suppressed. As in the 1 +  1 dimen

sional case the choice x ~  10 seems reasonable. Choosing k in accordance with 

Eq. (4.4.17) we thus can find = § .̂ We thus have /?g ~  3 — 6 for reasonable 

lattice sizes (83 to 163). Now using Eqs. (4.2.5) and (4.4.16) we have the following 

quadratic to solve for (3h •

^ + + ( ' 2 - 4 ) ^ - 4  =  ° (4.4.19)

Solving for (3h we find /?# «  12- • This gives (3fj ~  0.34 for typical values of k
k2

consistent with Eq. (4.4.17). Unfortunately as shown in [5] (by measuring (l^l2) 

for example) for such values of /?g, f3jj the system is in the phase where SU(2) 

symmetry is restored.
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We are thus forced to work in the symmetric phase where the analytic expres

sion for the rate Eq. (1.4.37) fails. In this phase the rate is given by T = K.(awT)4 

where k is a non-perturbative constant. In lattice units the number of transitions 

in lattice time t is thus

So we would like S-  to be large. On the other hand it can be shown [5] that the 

thermal fluctuations of Chern-Simons number about a given Ncs  sector (NqS) ~  

0.001 “Tr which we would like to be small. So we have a situation of competing 

interests. From [5] we know (3g = 12 is a good choice for a 163 lattice. We choose 

(3h =  0.34 which ensures the system is in the symmetric phase as discussed above 

and fin is fixed by Eq. (4.4.16).

4.5 Topological M easurem ents

For the SU(2) theory in 3 +  1 dimensions there is no simple lattice expression 

for the Chern-Simons number. However the change in Chern-Simons number 

can be written as an integral over the gauge-invariant object Tr ( ^ F ^ F ^ , the 

”topological charge density”.

, t
Nos  (t ) -  Nos  (0) =  J d t J  d3x Tr (4.5.21)

0

On the lattice f  dt f  d3xTr can be written [37]

J d t J  d3x Tr =  E  ^  £  «
1_  . 1

' \ lV p (7 12Tt(Ux^ U ^ )  4Tr Tr UXlPa

(4.5.22)

where e0i23 =  —£1023 = — £-0123 = 1 etc. UXftil/ are plaquettes in the fiu plane 

originating at the site x.

U x ,nis —  (4.5.23)
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A typical measurement of the change in Chern-Simons number during the time 

evolution is shown in figure 4.1. As in the 1 +  1 dimensional case, Ncs  spends 

most of the time fluctuating around integer values with occasional rapid jumps 

between integer values. Actually since we have used a simple version of A Ncs  we 

find typically A Ncs  ~  0-75 rather than 1 due to large fluctuations in the gauge 

field. In comparison using ” smooth” backgrounds we find A Ncs  very close to 1. 

The picture can thus be improved [24] by smoothing the gauge field configurations, 

by applying the following ”Langevin” cooling equations

dH
3+ (t +  A t) = (t) + A t  ,

d $ l

UxS(t + At)  =  e -" A,r“v “X ; W  <4-5-24)

where H  is the Hamiltonian. V ai7 is the derivative of H  with respect to the link 

Uxj  (see Eq. (4.3.14) for the definition). The effect of applying these equations is 

shown in figure 4.2. Figure 4.2a shows a typical sphaleron transition where the 

Chern-Simons number changes by one unit. In figure 4.2b each of the configu

rations has been subjected to 60 cooling sweeps with At  = 0.05. The effect of 

cooling is to smooth the configurations by stripping off the high momentum modes 

while at the same time the low momentum modes (which according to Section 2.2 

are precisely those modes which are responsible for A Ncs — 1) survive.
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Figure 4.1: The Chern-Simons number as a function of time for (Sq = 

0.34, (3r =  0.0012. The lattice size is 163.
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Figure 4.2: The Chern-Simons number as a function of time for a typical sphaleron

transition, (a): no cooling, (b): 60 cooling sweeps.



Chapter 5 

Level Crossing in SU(2) M odel in 

3+ 1  Dim ensions

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 the level crossing picture was verified for the U( 1) model in 1 +  1 

dimensions by measuring the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the fermion Hamil

tonian. In this chapter the same methods are applied to the SU(2) model in 

3 +  1 dimensions. Firstly we measure the lowest energy eigenvalue and chiral

ity, essentially reproducing the results of [25]. We then check the level crossing

interpretation using the ’’overlap” method discussed in Section 3.4.

5.2 L attice E igenvalue E quations

The continuum time-independent Dirac equation for a free particle in 3+1 dimen

sions is

(—zat-Vx- +  pm) i/> =  E'tf; (5.2.1)

where the hermitian Dirac matrices satisfy

{a„ a j } = 2 6 , ], {«,,/?} =  0, a\ = 0 1 = 1 (5.2.2)

77
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In 3+1 dimensions these relations can be satisfied by 4 by 4 matrices. One specific 

representation is
/  \  

(Ti 0

cti =

\
0 —a;

( \  
0  I

I  0

(5.2.3)

where cq are the Pauli matrices. In this representation the upper 2-component 

spinor has chirality +1 and is denoted ipR while the lower 2-component spinor has 

chirality —1 and is denoted ipL.

— ia{ViipR +  mipL = EipR 

iaiWiipL +  mipR = EipL

As in the 1 + 1 dimensional case the ’’naive” discretisation of Eq. (5.2.4), 

+  E  (x°+i -  x U  +  =  E X°

(5.2.4)

1 = 1 
3

5r X +  (x i+; -X x - i )  + m x 2 = E x l
LCL i = 1

(5.2.5)

suffers from the doubling problem, i.e. gives additional copies of Eq. (5.2.4) in the 

continuum limit. In this case the lattice eigenvalues are given by

E 2 = — ^ s i n 2(a&i) + m

where

i=i

7r 7 7T
 <  k i <  -

(5.2.6)

(5.2.7)

Now since sin(fct-a +  7r) =  — sin(^a) for all i there is a doubling of states for each 

space dimension, i.e. 8 times too many states.

The number of extra states can be reduced by the process of ’’spin diagonali- 

sation” . If we make the following unitary transformation of the fermion fields,

(5.2.8)
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then Eq. (5.2.5) becomes

+  £  Vi{x) (x°x+i -  X°x^  +  m x l  =  E X°x
L(X i = 1

+  £  Vi(x) (xi+i -  x £ )  +  »xS  =  E x l  (5.2.9)
i=1

where r]i(x) are the Kawamoto-Smit phases defined as

7 7 1 ( 0 ; )  =  1, t ] 2( x )  =  { - l ) x \  t ]3{ x )  =  ( ~ l )Xl+X2 (5.2.10)

Since the two spin components of x in Eq. (3.2.10) are now decoupled we can keep

only one component, reducing the number of fermion degrees of freedom per site

from 4 to 2. We are however still left with 4 times too many states. We interpret 

these remaining states as in the 1 + 1 dimensional case, i.e. as additional fermion 

flavours.

To identify the continuum fields we split the lattice into elementary cubes with 

origins at 2x and define new fields \x,p as follows

Xx,p = X2x+p (5.2.11)

where p = (p\,p2->pz) is a vector whose components can be 0 or 1. Rewriting 

Eq. (5.2.9) in terms of these fields gives

- i £ (+'V.-x£- + a T %’V h t r ' )  +  = E x l ,
1 = 1

* £ ( r 'w'v i x £  + aO £ x £ )  +  m+ o  =  E Xx,P (5.2.12)
i= i

where V* and V j are first and second central differences on the lattice with lattice 

spacing 2a

^iXx,p Xx—i,p)

V i X x , p  — /\.q 2 { X x + i , p  “I" X x - i , p  ~  2Xx,p) (5.2.13)
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and P ,  T5* are defined as

r pp’ =  OVh.p' +  s, - i y )  Vi(p) 

r ^ ,  =  (<Sp_;,p. -  Vh.p') Vi(p) (5.2.14)

The continuum fields are given as linear combinations of the Xx,p fields.

where the matrices TP}Pi are defined in terms of the Dirac matrices a;,/? as

Eq. (5.2.12) can now be written

~  i  S  ( a 7 P ^ i ^ x a +  a  ( ^ 7 5 T p (aifi7 s ) a6 V’i36)  +  (3a(3m 'ipPa = E 4 ^ a ( 5 .2 . 17 )
t=i

In the limit as a —> 0 Eq. (5.2.17) gives 4 copies of Eq. (5.2.4), if we identify a as 

the Dirac index and a as the flavour.

For the purposes of our numerical calculations we rescale the y fields, energy 

E  and mass m  according to

(5.2.15)

(5.2.16)

Xo,i E  —> —E, m  —> — m
a a

(5.2.18)

so that Eq. (5.2.9) becomes
• 3

i = 1 
• 3

(5.2.19)
1 = 1

With this normalisation the total chirality on the lattice is

(5.2.20)
X

Using Eq. (5.2.15) this can be expressed in terms of y°, y 1

E E ( - 1 ) 1 2  X ° - H i + j 2 + * 3 -  X x  xl+.
x  i j k = H  \

x + i l + j 2 + k 3 (5.2.21)
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We can consider x ^X 2 t°  be SU(2) doublets in Eq. (5.2.9) and couple them 

to the lattice gauge field Ux j in the usual gauge invariant way

y E n W  { u x,ixl+; ~  UL  +  m x l  =  E x l
i = 1

=  E x l  ( 5 . 2 . 2 2 )
4 = 1

The chirality is modified to

< r » >  4 E E  ( - 1 ) 12 ( x “ Ui n ^ +ti+]i+ki-  x i  U n i x l + A + f r x )  ( 5 - 2 . 2 3 )
^ x  i j k = ±  1 V /

where Um  is the average of the link products over the 6 paths connecting the 

sites x and x + zl +  j2  +  k3. This ensures that the definition is gauge invariant.

In the massless case x ^ X 1 decouple and we can keep a single doublet x °  s o  
that Eq. (5.2.22) becomes

; , 3
2

Since the number of degrees of freedom has been halved we now have 4 Weyl 

fermions in the continuum limit. The chirality is modified to

( r 5) =  y E  E  (-1  (5.2.25)
X i j k = ±  1

which is a conserved quantum number in the continuum limit (though the order 

a term in the lattice Hamiltonian breaks the chiral symmetry). In the continuum 

there is a chiral anomaly which in this case is

A r 5 = 4AWC5 (5.2.26)

since we have 4 Weyl fermions.

Alternatively we can consider the case where x °  is an SU(2) doublet but x 1
is a singlet. In this case the requirement of gauge invariance forbids an explicit

mass term and the fermion mass is introduced by a Yukawa coupling to the lattice

^  E  W(*) K ;-X °+;. -  Vl_tsx l - j) =  E x l  (5.2.24)
4 = 1
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Higgs field.

+ =  E x l
2 = 1

I E  Vi(x) (x E ; -  \ i_ ;)  +  M l x l  =  E x l  (5.2.27)
Z t =  1

where Mx is constructed from the Higgs doublet as follows 

/

Mr =

\  ( \  
hu 0

V
0 hr

/

/  \
<̂+

to j

(5.2.28)

hu and hd are independent Yukawa couplings. Since y 1 is now a singlet the gauge 

invariant definition of chirality is

<r5) =  I E  E  ( - 1)12 (x° i ri n t +ii+li+ki-  x l  xi+d+iS+a) <5-2-29)
 ̂ a; ijk=± 1 \ /

As in the free field case there are lattice doublers so that Eq. (5.2.27) describes 

four flavours with common Yukawa couplings hu, hd in the continuum limit (in 

practice we choose for simplicity hu = hd so that all 4 flavours are degenerate in 

mass). In the continuum limit Eq. (5.2.27) gives

/
-iaiDi (3M 

/3M t —iaidi

\  ( \

\ x  >

= E

( \
t

\ X /

(5.2.30)

where xp =
xp1 , R

3 ,L

/

/
2 , R

Xp4 ,L

X =
xp

x[)

3 , R

1 , L

/

Xj)4 , R

xp2 , L

. (xpa,R, 0 a,L are the

/
upper and lower 2 components of xpaa in the chiral representation). Note that for 

two of these flavours (a =  1, 2) only the right handed component couples to the 

gauge field, while for flavours a = 3,4 only the left handed component couples to
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the gauge field. Hence the total fermion number Np  + Np  +  Np  +  Np  is conserved 

for the lattice system since

AN}? = AN p  =  - A N p  = —A N p  =  A  N cs  (5.2.31)

However as discussed in Section 3.2 we can still study fermion number violation by

considering the generalised chirality f 5 defined here as ( f s )  =  Np + Np — Np — Np.  

r 5 labels the particular fermion species with t/’1 and 0 2 having 1?5 = +1 and 0 3 

and tj)4 having r 5 =  —1. From Eq. (5.2.31) r 5 has an anomaly

A fs = 4A Ncs  (5.2.32)

T5 can be written in terms of the lattice fields ipaa

( f 5) =  f  d3x 4>la (5.2.33)

Note that Eq. (5.2.33) 75 acts on flavour indices. In terms of the lattice fields 

X1, X2 we have

(u> =  5 E  E  ( - 1)12 ( x l  C i i ix X .i+J2+t3+  x i  x l +ii+ji+ki )  (5.2.34)
^ * i j k = ±  1 V I

As in the 1+1 dimensional model this differs from the ’’normal” chirality, Eq. (5.2.29) 

in the sign of the second term.

5.3 E igenvalue and C hirality M easurem ents

As in the U(l) model firstly we investigated the level crossing picture for a set of 

smooth configurations which interpolate between two topologically distinct vacua. 

For our SU(2) model the trivial vacuum with winding number zero is given by

u l°) = 1, ^  =<T» » ' 1 Ji/

( \  
0

\ 1 /

(5.3.35)
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Figure 5.1: The Chern-Simons Number as a function of time for the configura

tions (5.3.38).

while a vaccuum with winding number one is given by

Uty = V{x)V~l {x +  i) =  exp(i(7iUt-(a;))

*!?> =  V ( x ) ^  (5.3.36)

where V{x)  is the following gauge transformation

V(x ) =  ( ~ l ) exP {̂ L\v(x^)\ m a x (5.3.37)

where L is the linear size of the lattice and v*(ic) =  X{ — \L .  Different trial 

cases were investigated as in Section 3.3. In each case we chose the gauge field to 

smoothly interpolate between U ^  and U^  as follows.

Ux -i = exp(i t aiUi(x)) (5.3.38)

where the ’’time” parameter t varies from 0 to 1. U{(x) is defined in Eq. (5.3.36).

In figure 5.1 we show the Chern-Simons number as a function of time for the gauge

field given by Eq. (5.3.38).
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Firstly we considered the Hamiltonian with an explicit mass term, Eq. (5.2.22) 

(in the case m  =  0, Eq. (5.2.24)). Figure 5.2 shows the lowest positive eigenvalue 

and chirality T5 of the corresponding eigenvector for a variety of masses. In 

each case we observe the diving of the lowest eigenvalue and chirality flip from 

positive to negative. The lowest eigenvalue reaches its minimum at t = 0.5 (which 

corresponds to the time tcs  where Ncs = §)• The results are thus very similar to 

the analagous U( 1) results (see figure 3.1).

In the 1 + 1 dimensional case these results were interpreted using the fact that 

the eigenvalues come in pairs. In the current case there is an analagous symmetry 

in the spectrum. From Eq. (5.2.27), if (x°?X'l) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 

E  and chirality Ts then (( — l)*1+:C2+ir3xS> — ( ~ l ) a7l+:C2+:C3x i) ls an eigenvector with 

eigenvalue —E  and chirality —Ts. As discussed in Section 3.3 for m  =  0 this 

allows us to interpret the results as showing a positive chirality mode crossing 

zero from above and a negative chirality mode crossing zero from below. For 

the SU(2) model we have an additional symmetry. If (x°,x*) is an eigenvector 

with eigenvalue E  and chirality T<> then (cr2x°*, — c^X1*) is an eigenvector with 

eigenvalue —E  and chirality — Y$. Using both these symmetries we can see that 

each eigenvalue is two-fold degenerate. Hence we can interpret the results as 

showing two r 5 =  +1 modes crossing zero from above and two r 5 =  — 1 modes 

crossing zero from below. The total change in chiral charge is thus |AFs| =  4 in 

agreement with Eq. (5.2.26).

For the case of the Hamiltonian with a Yukawa term, Eq. (5.2.27), we have 

investigated a variety of Higgs field configurations with different topological char

acteristics. We have considered the 5+7(2) versions of all 5 trial cases discussed in 

Section 3.3 for the 77(1) model. The results in each case are in fact very similar 

to the results of that Section and we present results for just two cases.

CASE 1.

UXti =  exp(it criUi(x))
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<t>x =  ( i -<)*(?>+ ^(?> (5.3.39)

In this case the Higgs field has a zero at time th =  tcs  = f • Measurements 

of the lowest eigenvalue and generalised chirality T5 are shown in figure 5.3 (see 

figure 3.2 for the analogous U( 1) results). For all values of h we see the lowest 

eigenvalue fall to zero and flip in sign of f 5 from positive to negative. Furthermore 

for all h the zero eigenvalue occurs at time t0 = tcs  — U- From Eq. (5.2.27) we 

have the following symmetries in the spectrum. If (y°, y*) is an eigenvector with 

eigenvalue E  and generalised chirality f 5 then (( — l)*1+a?2+a?3x j, — ( — l) i’1+‘L'2+X3,\'J,) 

is an eigenvector with eigenvalue —E  and generalised chirality — r 5. In addition for 

hu = hd (which we always assume for simplicity) (<T2X0*, —02X1*) is an eigenvector 

with eigenvalue —E  and generalised chirality — Ts. Using both these symmetries 

each eigenvalue is two-fold degenerate and so our results are interpreted as showing 

two f 5 = +1 crossing zero from above and two f 5 =  — 1 modes crossing zero from 

below. In the notation of Section 5.2 modes with T5 =  +1 correspond to flavours 

a = 1,2 and modes with r 5 =  —1 to flavours a = 3,4- Hence if the level crossing 

interpretation is correct our results give |A (N}r +  A^)| =  |A (Np -f Np)\ = 2 and

Ar. = 4, in agreement with Eqs. (5.2.31) and (5.2.32).

CASE 2.

Ux -i = exp (itaiUi(x))

4>x =  (1 -  V t ) ^  + (5.3.40)

In this case th = 0.25, th < t c s • The lowest eigenvalue and generalised chirality 

r 5 are shown in figure 5.4 (see figure 3.3 for the analogous U(l)  results). For 

this case the point to at which level crossing occurs depends upon h, to varying 

continuously from tcs  t°  th as h is increased. The other 3 trial cases give very 

similar results to their U( 1) counterparts (see also [25] for further examples).

We have also investigated the behaviour of the lowest eigenvalue and chi

rality in the presence of the high temperature gauge and Higgs fields discussed
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in Chapter 4. In Section 4.5 fermion number violating ’’sphaleron” transitions 

were identified by measuring the change in Chern-Simons number of the gauge 

fields. As discussed in that section the measurement of A Ncs  is sensitive to high 

momentum fluctuations in the gauge field and is greatly improved by applying 

Langevin cooling equations, Eq. 4.5.24. This is shown in figure 4.2 with fig

ure 4.2a corresponding to the ”raw” configurations and figure 4.2b corresponding 

to the configurations subjected to 60 cooling sweeps.

Figure 5.5 shows the lowest eigenvalue and chirality for the massless Hamil

tonian in the gauge field background without cooling. The effect of the high 

momentum fluctuations in the gauge field is clear. The lowest eigenvalue doesn’t 

reach zero but just gets below 0.01, while the chirality r 5 changes gradually from 

~  —0.75 to ~  +0.75 rather than the sudden jump from —1 to +1 expected in 

the ideal massless case. Since |Ts | is quite far from 1 chirality is far from being 

a good quantum number. Indeed our results are closer to what we might expect 

if the fermion was massive (the mass term of course explicitly breaks chiral sym

metry). This reduction in Ts due to fluctuations is well known (see for example 

[25, 38, 39]). As with the measurement of A N cs  the picture is greatly improved 

after applying cooling equations. Figure 5.6 shows the lowest eigenvalue and chi

rality for the massless Hamiltonian in the gauge field background after 60 cooling 

sweeps. The lowest eigenvalue now gets very close to zero while 1+ suddenly flips 

from (approximately) —1 to + 1. Since we are using only a simple version of A N c s  

we are unable to identify the exact value of the Chern-Simons number where the 

zero eigenvalue occurs but from our measurements we estimate Ncs  ~  —0.7. This 

contrasts with the U( 1) case where we know that Ncs  must be half-integer.

Results for the Hamiltonian with a Yukawa term for 3 values of the Yukawa 

coupling h are shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8 for the uncooled and cooled back

grounds respectively. Firstly consider the uncooled case shown in figure 5.7. The 

results show similar behaviour to the massless case discussed above with fluctu
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r f less than one. As a function ofations in the background fields resulting in

Yukawa coupling, f 5 decreases with increasing h showing the effect of fluctua

tions in the Higgs field. For the largest Yukawa coupling shown h =  0.5 we find 

f 5 ~  0.1. As h is increased further we find f 5 very close to zero so that it 

becomes impossible to identify any definite chirality flip. Note also that the time 

scale over which f 5 changes from negative to positive gets shorter as h increases. 

After 60 cooling sweeps (see figure 5.8) the results are much better with r 5 close 

to ±1 for all 3 values of h investigated. Even for h = 0.5 we find T5 ~  0.92. 

However for such large values of h many cooling sweeps are needed to get T5 ~  1 

whereas for smaller h we get good results after only a few cooling sweeps. This is 

shown in figure 5.9 which shows the effect on T5 of varying the number of cooling 

sweeps for h = 0.1 and h = 0.5. For h = 0.1 20 cooling sweeps are more than 

sufficient, while for h = 0.5 we need many more sweeps. As discussed in [24] 

the Langevin cooling equations cause the magnitude of the Higgs field to relax 

much slower than the gauge field. Hence for large values of h fluctuations in the 

Higgs field can still affect the chirality measurements even though the gauge field 

is already quite smooth.

Note that the exact point at which level crossing occurs to depends upon 

h. As shown using the trial configurations this is to be expected for a general 

Higgs background. Our trial results indicate that to depends on the topology of 

the Higgs field with the point at which the Higgs winding number changes (the 

point at which the Higgs field has a zero) becoming increasingly significant as 

h is increased. It would be interesting to have some direct measurement of the 

Higgs topology to verify this as in the case of the U(l) model (see Section 5.3). 

Unfortunately we have been unable to locate the zeros of the Higgs field in the 

SU(2) model. As discussed in Section 4.4 restrictions on our choice of coupling 

constants forces us to work in the phase where SU(2) symmetry is restored and so 

the expectation value of the Higgs field is small compared to its expectation value
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at zero temperature. In addition the thermal fluctuations are large in this phase. 

The Higgs field thus frequently gets close to zero and it is difficult to distinguish 

those points where it actually passes through zero. Unfortunately our cooling 

equations don’t help much since they work rather slowly on the magnitude of the 

Higgs field as mentioned above.

5.4 Transition P robability  M easurem ents

In Section 3.4 we discussed a method for investigating the level crossing inter

pretation directly by following the time evolution of the fermion states. In this 

section we apply the method to the 5(7(2) model. The fermion state |V’) was ini

tially chosen to be the lowest positive energy eigenstate. As it evolved the overlap 

with the lowest positive energy eigenstates (^Eq \'iP^ and the overlap with the 

highest negative energy eigenstates ^Eq \4^ were measured. Note that in the 

5(7(2) model each eigenvalue is two-fold degenerate as discussed in Section 5.3 so 

that for example (^Eq is the total probability of finding the fermion in either 

of the 2 lowest positive energy eigenstates.

Firstly we applied the method to the trial backgrounds discussed in Section 5.3.

for the massless Hamiltonian in the
2

and

Figure 5.10 shows (^Eq\iP^ and ^E0 

gauge field background given by Eq. (5.3.38). The sharp drop in (Eq[iI^

simultanious rise in (^Eq \iP^ at to = \  verifies that level crossing occurs at this 

point. There is however a slight fall in both I^Eq and away from

one indicating a slight dispersion into states other than |Eq ^ and E q ^. This 

is in contrast to the analogous (7(1) results (see figure 3.11) which show almost 

perfect adiabatic behaviour. For the Hamiltonian with a Yukawa term we have 

investigated all 5 trial cases and the results are similar to those for the (7(1) model. 

For example results for CASE 1 and CASE 2 are shown in figures 5.11 and 5.12 

respectively. As with the eigenvalue and chirality measurements discussed in the 

previous section these results are very similar to their (7(1) counterparts (fig-
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ures 3.12 and 3.13). As discussed in Section 3.5 the behaviour of ^Eq [iI' and

Er depends upon the Yukawa coupling h. Unfortunately the relationship 

is complicated and strongly dependent on the particular gauge-Higgs background.

In the prevous section the lowest eigenvalue and chirality were also measured 

for a high temperature ’’sphaleron” background. Recall that in this case the 

level crossing picture was less obvious due to large fluctuations in the background 

fields. The picture was significantly inproved after smoothing the fields using

Er forthe Langevin cooling equations. Figure 5.13 shows (^Eq and 

the massless Hamiltonian for both uncooled and cooled gauge field backgrounds. 

In the uncooled case we see a gradual fall in ( E q \iP^ as |tft) disperses among 

the various eigenstates, indicating that the uncooled gauge field is far from adia

batic. In addition we see (Eo gradually increasing as |?/>) becomes the most 

probable state. Thus \tp) gradually evolves from \Eq  ̂ into E q  ̂ in contrast to 

the sudden transition associated with level crossing. However from the results 

of the previous section we know that the chirality flip also occurs gradually and 

in addition the lowest eigenvalue doesn’t quite reach zero so that there is a gap 

separating positive and negative energy states. As noted in that section these 

results are similar to what we would expect if the fermion was massive. In that 

case we know (see Section 1.3) that the state doesn’t ’’cross” zero but gradually 

’’hops” across the gap with the amount of ’’hopping” depending upon the particu

lar gauge field background (for example in the adiabatic limit no hopping occurs). 

This is exactly what is observed here. The results of the previous section suggests 

that level crossing only occurs after cooling the backgrounds and this is confirmed

here. After 60 cooling sweeps we find the sudden drop drop in and rise

m Eo which shows \ip) evolving suddenly into Eq y and is interpreted as 

showing level crossing. Note that \ip) stays in Eq ^ with almost unit probability 

indicating that the cooled gauge field is almost adiabatic.

Similar behaviour is observed for the Hamiltonian with a Yukawa term as
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shown in figures 5.14 and 5.15 which give the overlaps for the uncooled and cooled 

cases respectively. For the uncooled backgrounds the transition from Eq  ̂ to 

Eq  ̂ is gradual as opposed to the sudden transition expected for level crossing. 

As discussed above this is to be expected given the corresponding results for the 

lowest eigenvalue and generalised chirality (see figures 5.7 and 5.8). The transition 

becomes sharper as h is increased which is also reflected in the generalised chirality 

measurements. As expected from the eigenvalue and chirality measurements the 

level crossing picture is only obtained after cooling the background fields. This 

is shown in figure 5.15 which indicates |-0) evolving suddenly from \ E q ) to E q ) .

and Er away from oneThere is of course a gradual fall in both (^Eq \ ^  

showing that the background fields are not adiabatic. For these particular fields 

this effect increases with increasing h though as noted in the trial cases above 

there is no reason to expect this behaviour in general.
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Figure 5.2: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q as a function of time for the config

urations (5.3.38) for masses m = 0, 0.1 and 1.0. (b): The chirality T5 of the

corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.3: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q as a function of time for the configu

rations (5.3.39) for Yukawa couplings h =  0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. (b): The generalised

chirality T5 of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.4: (a): The lowest eigenvalue Eo as a function of time for the configu

rations (5.3.40) for Yukawa couplings h =  0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. (b): The generalised
chirality of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.5: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition (no cooling) for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): The chirality

T5 of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.6: (a): The lowest eigenvalue Eo as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition (60 cooling sweeps) for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): The

chirality Ts of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.7: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E0 as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition (no cooling) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. (b):

The generalised chirality f 5 of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.8: (a): The lowest eigenvalue E q as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition (60 cooling sweeps) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.3 and

0.5. (b): The generalised chirality fs  of the corresponding eigenvector.
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Figure 5.9: The generalised chirality r 5 as a function of time for a typical sphaleron

transition for 0, 20, 40 and 60 cooling sweeps, (a): h =  0.1. (b): h = 0.5.
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Figure 5.10: (a): (E q as a function of time for the configurations (5.3.38)

for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): Er as a function of time for the config

urations (5.3.38) for the massless Hamiltonian.
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Figure 5.11: (a): (^Eq as a function of time for the configurations (5.3.39) 

for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. (b): ^Eq as a function of time

for the configurations (5.3.39) for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0.
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for Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. (b): ^Eq as a function of time

for the configurations (5.3.40) for Yukawa couplings h =  0.1, 0.5 and 1.0.
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for the massless Hamiltonian, (b): E'r as a function of time for a typical

sphaleron transition for the massless Hamiltonian.
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tion of time for a typical sphaleron transition (no cooling) for Yukawa couplings

h =  0.1, 0.3 and 0.5.
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Yukawa couplings h = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In the first part of this thesis we presented evidence for level crossing in the lattice 

U(l) model in 1 -f 1 dimensions. Using both ’’artificial” smooth and ’’realistic” 

high temperature background fields, where the Chern-Simons number changes by 

unity, we observe the diving of the lowest positive eigenvalue and flip in sign of 

the generalised chirality which we interpret as showing energy levels crossing zero.

The interpretation that the eigenvalue crosses zero is supported by solving the 

Dirac equation to follow the time development of the lowest energy eigenstates. 

In all cases the lowest positive energy eigenstate evolves suddenly into the highest 

negative energy eigenstate at the point where the eigenvalue crosses zero, con

firming the level crossing picture. For general gauge-Higgs backgrounds there is 

also non-adiabatic behaviour resulting in a drift into higher energy states, the ex

tent of this drift depending upon the particular background and Yukawa coupling. 

However in all the cases investigated level crossing can still be identified, despite 

this non-adiabatic behaviour.

In agreement with [15] for massless fermions the level crossing always occurs at 

half-integer N c s , while the presence of a Yukawa term displaces the zero eigenvalue 

away from half-integer Ncs- Our results using smooth configurations indicate 

that the zero eigenvalue is displaced towards the point where the Higgs field has a
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zero. For the high temperature fields this behaviour is verified by measuring the 

topology of the Higgs field.

Similar results were obtained for the SU(2) model in 3 +  1 dimensions, at 

least for the trial background fields. However, for the high temperature fields 

the generalised chirality T5 is significantly different from 1 and decreases as 

the Yukawa coupling h is increased. In addition the lowest eigenvalue doesn’t 

reach zero so that there is a gap separating positive and negative energy states. 

Eventually we find ~  0 and it becomes increasingly difficult to identify the 

chirality flip. This effect is due to fluctuations in the background fields. Indeed 

using the relatively ” smooth” trial backgrounds we find f 5 close to one for large 

values of h. For the high temperature backgrounds it is convenient to artificially 

smooth the backgrounds by applying cooling equations. After cooling we find the 

lowest eigenvalue gets much closer to zero and f 5 is close to ±1 which we interpret 

as showing level crossing. Since our cooling equations work relatively slowly on 

the magnitude of the Higgs field, the number of cooling sweeps required increases 

with increasing h.

These results are in agreement with results of [25] where the above method 

was originally introduced and applied to the SU(2) model. To check the level 

crossing interpretation we have used the time-dependent Dirac equation. For 

smooth background fields the results show the lowest positive energy eigenstate 

evolving suddenly into the highest negative energy eigenstate, confirming the level 

crossing of energy eigenvalues. Using the high temperature fields the state doesn’t 

cross zero but rather gradually ’’hops” across the eigenvalue gap described above. 

Level crossing is only observed after cooling the backgrounds in agreement with 

the eigenvalue and chirality measurements.

As in the U( 1) model the exact point at which the zero eigenvalue occurs de

pends upon the Yukawa coupling. In fact using trial configurations very similar 

results are obtained for both models. However unlike the £7(1) model it is not 

necessary for Ncs  to be half-integer to have a zero eigenvalue of the massless
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Hamiltonian in the SU(2) case. An example is the particular high tempera

ture configuration described in this thesis, where we find a zero eigenvalue for 

Ncs  ~  —0.7. For non-zero Yukawa coupling our trial results indicate that the 

zero eigenvalue is displaced towards the point where the Higgs field has a zero. 

Unfortunately we have been unable to check this for our high temperature fields, 

due to difficulty in locating the zeros of the Higgs field in the symmetric phase. 

This may be possible in the broken phase though such simulations are expected 

to require significantly larger lattices.

The results of this thesis thus provide further evidence that the high temper

ature configurations with A Ncs  — 1 observed in lattice simulations are accompa

nied by level crossing and hence fermion number non-conservation.



Appendix A 

Lattice Gauge Theory

As discussed in Section 2.2 the real time microcanonical method relies on the 

assumption that the dynamics of sphaleron transitions at high temperatures is 

described well by classical statistical mechanics. However due to the Rayleigh 

Jeans divergence the classical statistical mechanics of a continuum field theory 

are ill defined. This ultraviolet divergence is conveniently regularised by putting 

the system on a spatial lattice.

The simplest spatial lattice is a cubic lattice (a chain in 1 space dimension) 

with equal lattice spacing a in all directions. Scalar fields are put on lattice sites 

xi = arii (where nt- are integers), <f>(x) —> <f>n. The lattice provides the necessary 

momentum cut-off as can be seen by Fourier transforming to momentum space. 

In d space dimensions we have

4(k) = Y , a deik'na (A. 1)
n

which is periodic in momentum k{ with period Hence we can restrict k{ to lie 

in the first Brillouin zone — -  < h  < -.a 1 — a
On the lattice di<j>(x) becomes

di4>(x) -+ ^ n+i ~  ^  (A. 2)
a
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so that a derivative term in the Hamiltonian /  ddxdi<f̂ di<j> becomes

f  d tx d i t fd i*  -  E  ̂  E  ( 2 4 < ^ »  -  2Re ( 4 < / > „ + i ) )  ( A - 3 )
J n i=1

Eq. (A. 3) is invariant under a global phase transformation

4>n G(j>n (A. 4)

where G 6 U( 1). Suppose we want to gauge this symmetry i.e. let G =  Gn- Then 

~ ^ n ^ n ^ n + t^ n + t’ make this term gauge invariant we introduce the 

lattice gauge field or link variable Un \ € U( 1) lying on the link connecting sites n 

and n +  i which transforms as

C„,i -  GnUn^  (A. 5)

Then the covariant version of Eq, (A. 3) is

f  d t x d i i %<!> - E 0"'2 E  (24<An -  2Re ( 4 C„,;</-„+;)) (A. 6)
J  n i = l

We can also construct gauge invariant terms entirely from link variables. From 

Eq. (A. 5) we can see that the trace of the path ordered product of link variables 

around any closed loop is gauge invariant. The simplest of these is the plaquette 

consisting of 4 links. The product of links around a plaquette □ is

Co = (A. 7)

from which we can construct the Wilson action [34]

/JE ^ -R eC o) (A. 8)
□

is a normalisation constant.

The connection between the link variable Un :i and the vector potential At(?r)

is

un,i =  exP(*'gaA(n)) (A. 9)
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where g is the continuum (bare) coupling constant. With this identification we 

find in the continuum limit Eq. (A. 3) becomes

-  2Re -  /  ddxD,^D,4> (A. 10)
n i=l J

where Di is the covariant derivative, Di = di + igA{. The continuum limit of the

Wilson action is just the continuum gauge field action

[  dtxFijFij (A. 11)
□ 4 J

if we identify (3 =  dj.

It is easy to generalise to the case where Gn G SU(N).  Instead of Eq. (A. 9) 

we now have

Un,i = exp{igaTaA “{n)) G SU(N)  (A. 12)

where T a are the generators of SU(N).  The Wilson action is now

P ' L  (* -  iR eT rt/o ) (A. 13)

w h e r e  0 =  2%.^ 9Z



A ppendix B

M onte Carlo M ethods

The probability of any particular field configuration C  in thermal equilibrium at 

temperature T  is given by

a , ( C )  =  4 e - ^  (B. 1)

where Z  is the partition function

z  =  (B. 2)
C

We want to pick an initial configuration with this statistical weight. Monte Carlo 

methods produce a sequence of configurations Ci such that for large i the the 

probability of finding any particular configuration is given by Eq. (B. 1) indepen

dently of the starting configuration Co used. At any given stage in the Monte 

Carlo process given the current configuration C  we choose a new configuration C '  

with probability P ( C  —> C ' ) .  Then P ( C  —► C )  must satisfy

= (B- 3)
C'

In practice most Monte Carlo algorithms are based on the detailed balance con

dition

P ( C  -> C ' y - ^ r 1 =  P ( C  -> C ) e - ^  (B. 4)

which is a sufficient condition for P ( C  —* C )  to satisfy Eq. (B. 3).
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The Monte Carlo method used in our simulations is the Metropolis algorithm

[41]. Here a test configuration C' is suggested with probability Po(C —► C )  such 

that Po(C —» C') — Po(C' —* C). If H(C') < H(C)  then C  is accepted as the 

new configuration. If H(C')  > H(C)  a random number r in the range [0,1] is
M  ( C  )̂ •— H  ( C )

picked and C’ is accepted if r < e t . Otherwise C' is rejected and we 

keep the configuration C . We have considerable freedom in our choice of a test 

configuration C'. In practice it is convenient to change a single site/link at a time. 

We sweep through the lattice sequentially with 5 hits per site/link before moving 

on to the next.



A ppendix C

The Lanczos Algorithm

The Lanczos algorithm [43] is used to perform a unitary transformation on a 

Hermitian matrix H

X ' H X  = T, X l X  =  I  (C. 1)

such that T  is tridiagonal

/ \
a  i

T  =
(31 a 2 (3 2

(32 #3

(C. 2;

V /
The columns of the matrix X  are the mutually orthonormal Lanczos vectors 

Choosing x\ to be any unit vector the Xi, cq and (3{ can be calculated recursively 

using

CX-i =  x \ H X i

Ui = Hx  i — aiXi

U{ — Hx, (3i—\X{—\ ol{X{̂  % > 2

(3, = u}ui
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1
Xz+i = —Ui (C. 3)

P i

The eigenvalues of H  can now be found easily using the method of Sturm 

sequences. This method uses the fact that if V  is an N  x iV Hermitian matrix 

and d{ is the minor determinant of V — XI formed by the first i rows and columns 

then the number of eigenvalues less than A equals the number of sign changes in 

the sequence d0,d i, ...,d/v. For the tridiagonal form T  the di are easily calculated 

recursively.

do = 1

d\ — on — A

di = (a,- -  A) di-1 -  f ii^di  -  2, i > 2 (C. 4)

The eigenvalues can be found by picking an interval [Ami-n,Amax] containing the 

eigenvalue A; and using the above theorem to find whether A; is in the lower or 

upper half. By repeatedly halving the interval the eigenvalue can be found to any 

required precision.

To reduce the amount of computation required we make use of the even-odd 

block structure of the Fermion Hamiltonian. For example in 1 + 1 dimensions 

Eq. (3.2.10) is written explicitly in terms of odd and even sites. In matrix notation 

we have

0 M  

Aft 0

\ ( \
^peven

i) odd

= E

\
^even

odd
(C. 5)

where ■0 ewen =

( \
V1 jevenA

V x 2 ,odd X

, l , o d d

2 ,even

Now if we multiply Eq. (C. 5) by

H  the two components ijjeven, -0 decouple. Hence we only need to solve

=  E242 ./.even (C. 6)

for E2.



A ppendix D

Inverse Iteration

Let H  be the Hamiltonian matrix with eigenvalues E{ and eigenvectors 4\.

H fr  = E4\  (D. 1)

The method of inverse iteration [42] is used to find the eigenvectors given that 

we already know (approximately) the eigenvalues. We start with some random 

vector r  and solve

( H-E) t />  = r (D. 2)

for 4), where E  is close to some eigenvalue, say E  «  En. Then ^  will be close to the 

eigenvector xpn- To see this note that if we expand r — Y j  a j 4’j then substituting 

into Eq. (D. 2) gives

* =  E i t V ;  (D-3)
3 J

Since E En then 4> 4>n (provided a n ^  0). This procedure can be iterated

with 4> replacing the random vector r in Eq. (D. 2). In practice we find a single 

iteration sufficient since we accurately know the energy eigenvalues.

Again the even-odd strucure of the Hamiltonian can be used to simplify the 

computation. Given E 2 we solve Eq. (C. 6) for 4’even- Rather than Eq. (D. 2) we 

want to solve

( M I 1 -  £ 2) 4}even = T (D. 4)
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Then 'ipodd is easily deduced from Eq. (C. 5) V’odd =  - ^ M ^ e v e n .

To solve Eq. (D. 2) we use Lanczos matrix inversion [44] to find i\)eVen — 

(MM^ — E 2̂j r. Lanczos matrix inversion uses the a; and (3i of the tridiagonal 

matrix and the Lanczos vectors X{ to build up an iterative solution to

H'tf) =  7/ (D. 5)

where H  is any Hermitean matrix. The solution is given by the following recur

rence relations

Ak+i = — -y—Ak + Bk
P k

Bk+1 =  ~ ^ A k
P k

t k
Vk+1  =  Uk +

Ak+1 

tk+i =
+ A k+i

A k
Uk+i = Uk +  — Xk+i

P k

Vk+1 =  V k - P ^ u k+1 (D. 6)
A k + l

with initial conditions A\  =  ti = 1, U\ = B\  =  y\ =  0, x\ =  77, Vi =  — and 

U\ = 0. Then the solution to Eq. (D. 5) is found as
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